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THE ESTANCIA SPRINGS TRAGEDY

By

CHARLES POPE

born and raised in the down-town section oJ a large
mid-Western city where my father was. a practising
physician. In the spring of a year in the middle eighties
when I was a lad of fifteen, my parents became concerned
because I was under weight and not very strong for my
age. Beli~ving my health would be benefited by a summer
in the open air, they arranged to have me spend the vacation .
period on a ranch in the far West as the guest of an old
family friend, a Dr.-Edward Henriques. To a city bred boy
who was tired of school, whose mind was full of secret longings to be a cowboy, it was a fascinating prospect.
A native of northern Michigan, of French descent, and
a graduate of a well known medical college, Dr. Henriques
had served several years as an assistant to my father. Both
of my parents were much attached 'to him. In my home,'
·he was like another son. To me, he was like an older
brother.
.
It was the era of railroad expansion and construction.
·When the Santa Fe railroad, building across the continent,·
offered the doctor the position of Company physician at.
-the various railhead construction camps; my father believed it a rare opportunity to acquire valuable experience
and. persuaded him to accept it. But in 1879, when the
track reached Las Vegas, he resigned, opened an office for
the practise of medicine and married a lady, who was a
· member of a prominent, wealthy and much respected family of Spal}ish ancestry with extensive land holdings
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throughout the territory. . My summer was to be spent
on a ranch·belongingto his wife's family. .
.
. The long railroad journey across the great plains was
interesting but unev.entfliI. My first stop-over was Las
Vegas, formerly a sleepy little Mexican settlement but already transforme!l into a thriving community with many
modern. buildings and some six thousand· enterprising. citi:- .
zens. The doctor met me at the depot and took me to his ..
comfortable but not pretentious home in the suburbs 'where
I received a cordial welcome from his wife, a beautiful and
charming woman, who .had been educated in the East arid'
spoke perfect English. .
"
. .
An arresting figure in any company, Dr. Henriqueswith greying hair and a close Glipped grey ~ustache-was
'a tall, slen~er, broad shouldered, dignified man in his middle
thirties.'-Quiet an'd soft ~poken, ·with a dis~rming smile, '
he made friends easily and was well liked:
During the few days I spent in Las Vegas, the doctor
and his wife exerted themselves to entertain me, showing
me the sights. .I remember they took me to the neighboring "hot springs/'tosee the, palatial hotel the railroad had
built to catch the tourist trade,. now, I believe;' converted
into a sanitori~m" But the big event was the· "grand"
Fourth of July ball at the c,ity hall' where, to the. music of
fiddles, guitar~ and ali accordion, I saw ladies in full evening
dress dancing 'with men in tails, white ties and gloves,
and in the same quadrille, in true pioneer style, with cowboy~ in boots and blue overalls.
But the doctor's home was not a cheerful place. I
had never' been specially observant' yet I could riot but
" notice the pall of resti'ainedsadnessever present in" the
house, the. moments tears gathered in the eyes of myhostess.' I sensed the trouble was serious altho from the'
affecti9nateway the' doctor and his wife a~drf,lssed each
other, I was sure they were not having domestic differences.
1. was puzzled. I .did not kpow it was the aftermath of
a tragedy, a shock from which my kindly hostess ~ad not
~ully recovered· but before any outside busybody enlightened .
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me, the doctor and I left Las Vegas" taking a train for a
station south of Albuquerque.
-There we were ferried across the. Rio Grande. river
to one of the many ranches belonging to the family of the
doctor's wife where we . spent the night. Early the next
morning, riding in a buckboard behind a matched pair of
thorough-bred driving horses, we started on. the first reg
of a leisurely trek eastward thru a pass in the -mountains, headed for. Estancia Springs, another family ranch
that was to be my -home for the summer. It was a dry
country, uninhabited and wild, but the doctor knew the
. little traveled road and so timed our journey that, when
night overtook us, we would make camp at a water hole.
Then, after hobbling the horses, he would build a fire and
cook supper. Afterwards, as we did not carry a tent, we .
rolled in blankets and slept'under the' stars.
The doctor did not wear a belt 'studded with cartridges
or carry a holstereg gun on his hip. Except for a broa:d .
brimmed felt hat, then called a "Stetson," he. did not look
like the heavily armed Westerners pictured in the story
books but he was not weaponless. Between us, lying on
the seat of the buckboard, was a loaded revolver. Not for
protection from bandits-the doctor said there .weren't
any bandits-but to be handy -in case we met a bear. To
my supreme disappointment, we did not see a bear. The-drive was made without an exciting incident.
_
Altho singularly averse to talking about himself,
the doctor could, when so disposed, express himself clearly
and concisely but at best he was not a talkative man. Nevertheless he was a pleasant companion, kind and always .will- "
ing to answer my eager 'questions,: to t'ell. me whatever I
wanted to know. Altogether' it was a wonder:(ul' experience f.or a boy totally unfamiliar with out-door life.
On the morning of the third day, we were in the foothills with the mountains behind us. . Soon the doctor said
we were entering a broad valley and at a' junction with a.
more tra:veled road, we were able to sight the ranch build- '
ings, still far away. By noon, the hills had leveled.

In
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the evening, we arrived at ·the ranch. .There, ready to
greet their employer, the .middle-aged American foreman
had assembled the- cowboy' employees, a rough and carefree crew, jolly and plaYful, half of them young. Americans, .
half of them. young Mexicans, all unfeignedly glad fo see·
him.
.
These cowboys were superb horsemen, experts at
roping with fhe lasso but they. did not wear the stunning
costumes familiar to patrons of the modern rodeo, "Wild
. West" show or the cinema. .Instead of gorgeous silk neckerchiefs and shirts,. their neckerchiefs were cotton bandannas, their shirts flannel. ~nstead of neatly. tailored,
doe skin. pants, they wore shapeless blue overalls. Instead
.of. "ten gallon" hats, they wore soiled' and battered "Stet·sons." A few wore chaps, a· few wore spurs but their
boots~ worn down at the heels, were never polished. They
seldom shaved, their hair was seldom trimmed and around
. the ranch house, they 'never carried firearms. ' Only· on.
long rides did they wear'a belt with holstered gun, not·
for fighting but because sometimes they had to shoot a
rattlesnake, a coyote or a skunk.
Nowadays people expect a cowboy to sing. : Romancers .
delight in describing him twanging a guitar in the moonlight as he. serenades a beautiful young lady but,. at the
Springs, I found it to be a delusion. We did have-many
moonlight nights but if there had been a guitar on the
. ranch, none of the boys could play the Instrument and
assuming some one among them could sing, which I doubted,
there wasn't'a young lady, bea.utiful or otherwise, within
miles of the ranch' to be serenaded.
But altho the poys had little schooling and few social .
accomplishments, they knew their business. In their work,
they were capable at everything they were ordered to do.
Lying in the midst of a vast dusty plain they called
the "Valley," the ranch~withno nearneighbors--c€mtered
arqund an inexhaustible running spring. Even in the hottest weather of ~the drY-est .sea~on; its overflow kept a.
shaIiow lake-about the size of an average city blockconstantly filled .with· cold wholesome water. Later I was

a
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to learn it was the most dependable spring in a country
notoriously dry, and that its possession made the ranch a
very valuable property, so valuable that greedy men hag
coveted it, fought and, killed for it, and even died for it.
From the 'lake, .as far as the eye could see, the sun-,
baked, treeless, plain stretched away monotonously flat
until it merged with the horizon in every direction except
in the west where the blue peaks of the distant mountains
showed against the sky-line. Unlike the green fields of, '
the east, the parched uncultivated land-crisscrossed by
cattle paths arid pockmarked with gopher or prairie dog
holes-seemed to me, to be sparsely covered with drab
colored brush and weeds. Under the brig~t sun of a cloudless sky, it impressed me as a desolate country, devoid ,of
~cenic beauty.
_'
With several' hundred brood mares, the Springs was
primarily a horse ranch. The lake was only partly fenced
and besides their horses· and· a few head of their own
cattle, stock in countless numbers from near and, even
distant ranches used it freely as a drinking place. No one
·fed these cows-all the cattle were called ;'cows"-and
certainly they were not fat and sleek. Most of them were
lean boney "Texas long horns," so named for their long
and formidably pointed horns, but none of them looked
starved. Later, among other surprises, I was also to learn
that the soil about· the ranch was rich, that there was an
abundance of coars'e grass, that the ·country was called
"good grazing range.",
The main :ranch, house, fronting the lake, was an old,
one-story, rambling structure with thick adobe walls, a,
flat roof and low ceilings. Built with two wings like the
. letter "u," one wing was the mess hall and kitchen. The
foreman, and his wife occupied the other wing. Between
the wings was a long covered porch. Behind the porch was '
a row of large rooms, the sleeping quarters of the bachelor
cowboys and; with conventional Western hospitalitY,any
strangers who might be passing by.
Nearby were several small adobe shacks or cabins used
at various times by Mexican employees when accompanied
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by their wives and families. Back of. the ranch house '
. was an· adobe, stable and' several pastures. Enclosed by
a high and substantia,l fence was the corral, shaped like a
circus, ring.
The weather was' hot. It was
windy country and
,.
, as the doors and windows of the ranch house were never
closed, it was impossible to keep out the dust. The floors'
were swept occasionally but life was' carelessly indifferent.
Flies, ,mosquitoes, ants and 'other insect pests flew or
'crawled in and' out unhindered 'but no' one complained or
was· bothered except perhaps ,a new-comE)r ,and then only
until he became accustomed or immune to these pett~ annoyances. '
- The'doctor's visit to the ranch was for the purpose of
representing his wife's family at the annual branding and
counting, of the Spring' crop of, colts. Preparing, for his
coming, the cowboys 'employed on the ranch had rounded
up bands of horses from all· parts of the surrounding country and herded them' into one of the' fenced pastures near
the ranch house. At dawn of the morning after our arrival,
the work started.
the center
the corral, th~ doctor,
the, foreman' and, several cowboys· grouped about '3, small
. f fire
bliilt to heat the branding ,irons: Then ,from the
pasture, other cowboys cut out approximately thirty heada few geldings, perhaps" a stallion but principally mares:
followed, of course, by their colts-drove them in!o the
corral and closed the gate. As the frightened animals seeking to escape, milled frantically, the colts were picked out
one by one, roped, thrown, dragged to the center, tied,'
held down and' branded. After all the colts in the band
were branded, the gate was opened and the horses turned
loose. Then another band was driven in from-the' pasture
and its colts, given the, same treatment..
'
Happily seil-ted on top of the high corral fence where
I could enjoy the spectacle in- safety, I kept tally of the
animals branded whlIe marveling at the dexterity of the . ,
cowboys.' - They were -not giving a show-off performance
but their teaming was ·perfect.' When one of them roped
a colt 'by
the neck,
another. would
rope the hind.feet
and
it
.
. .
.
..
..

a
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,seemed to me they never, missed. The' sun was broiling
hot, the air was full of dust and the pungent smell of
_horse s~eat, wood smoke and burnt hair but the work proceeded methodically until, on the first day,' some eighty
colts were branded.
After supper that evening, while ail hands were sitting on the porch in the twilight, resting, smoking and
chatting, the foreman told how" a stray mongrel dog, a
h_uge viCious beast, probabiy part wolf, was prowling
around the ranch and had already fought and nearly killed
his two pedigreed grey 'houpds, valuable anima:Is he, had
imported from the East to 'use in' colder weather for
coursing jack-rabbits. He had tried to shoot it with a
revolver but it was wary and he could not get cl()se enough
to hit it: Then he had tried to shoot it with, the only long
range weapon on the ranch, a '45 calibre Sharp's rifle, but
had missed it.
While he was sp~aking, one of the boys pointed and
said, "There he is," and in the distance we saw the animal
sitting and watching us. ,
The doctor said, "Let me take a shot at him."
The foreman went in the ranch house, got the rifle
and handed it to him. The doctor stood erect and was
raising the heavy weapon to his shoulder when the dog,
suddenly alert, bounded to its feet and was already running swiftly acr,oss the line of vision before, in one quick
movement, he coolly leveled the gun" sighted, fired and-=--the animal turned a complete somersault. Then it lay still.
-Unheeding the murmur of applause from the ,cow..,
boys, the doctor merely said, "A lucky shot." Then' he
ret1,lrned to ~is chair, laid down the rifle, and as if nothing
. unusual had, happened, rolled and lighted a cigarette. He
did not speak of the dog again.
"
Curious to see the effect of the shot, I accompariied
'some of the cowboys who stepped off the distance. It
was more than three hundred yards. The dog had been
drilled thru the body directly behind the foreleg. I had
, never seen a rifle fired but even to my inexperienced eyes,
it was extraordinary marksmanship. I quite agreed 'with
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one of the boys whom I overheard saying,. "The doctor is a .
wonder with' a rifle." At that time I did not understand
. why.headded, "He is as fast and even, better with a six-gun.
I'd'say he is as good as Billy the Kid ever was."
Like every' schoolboy in the land, I had read about the
exploits of William Bonney, in life notorious as the J;l-andit
"Billy the Kid" but now dead and, by the newspapers, already made into a legendary figure; the -typical gun-fighting
Western bad man. In this crude way, the cowboy was paying the greatest possible, compliment to the doctor's skill'
by comparing it favorably with the speed and deadly accuracy of a young man who, twenty one years old, was
reputed to have shot and killed twenty one men.
,Recalling that New Mexico was the scene of many
of "Billy the Kid's" activities, I ,asked, "Did you ever see
him?"
,
He' answered, '''Certainly.' AU of 'us knew him., He
stopped here often; Many nights, he slept at this rranch."
Emboldened, I questioned ~im further. "Was he a'big
man ?"
. "No, he was a nice quiet little fellow. ' 'Everybody liked
him and he had' lots of friends around here. If let alone,
he }Vouldn't harm anybody."
By the late afternoon' of the second day; some fifty,
more colts had been branded- and the wearisome branding
job was finished. The morning of the third day; the doctor
, returned to Las Vegas and the cowboys were assigned to
another job, breaking new riding stock. Living' all their .
working hours inlhe saddle, each'had a string of five or
six' horses. As the work was hard and exacting,many
mounts soon outlived .their usefulness and had to be replaced.'
,
,
'"
,
During the branding in the' corral, likely animals were
picked and herded into a separate pasture.' These recruit
horses were wild. None had ever had it rider on its back
or. even a bit in its mouth. The "breaking" took place, not In the corral 'but in the
open. .A recruit was roped, thrown, held. dowp arid after
Ii wicked curb bit was forced into its mouth, it was' bridled' \.
~

"
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and blindfolded with a thick cloth. Then allowed to stagger
to its feet, it was held firmly by the head while it was
saddled, the girths drawn tight and to aid a rider in clamping his legs around the horse's body, the stirrups were
tied together; Now, with everythiilg ready, the horse was
.. mounted by a cowboy equipped with a quirt and as soon
as the trembling animal was released, he lashed it about its·
forelegs. Mounted on another horse, a helper cowooy
lashed its hindquarters.. Under this terrific punishment,
the frantic horse seldom bucked but would dash blindly out
on the open prairie. There, quirted front and rear at every
step, it would run until, lathered with sweat, it would finally
stop from sheer exhaustion. Then, with all resistance
beaten out of it, the horse would be ridden back to the
corral, the cowboy would dismount, the blindfold be removed
and the animal turned into the pasture. The next day,
after putting the -horse thru the same ordeal, they maintained it was breken and would stay broken.
In using this method to break horses, these men were
merely following established custom. They were not nat- '
urally cruel. In reality, they were horse lovers. Few used
spurs or quirts and,. once an animal was broken, almost
invariably they looked after it carefully and treated it
kindly.
The doctor left m~ in the care of the foreman and incidentally, when that worthy man's back was turned, at the
mercy of the mischievous cowboys who were waiting im.patiently for a favorable opportunity to have fun with me.
Not that they disliked me but, to them, I was a green .
Eastern boy still wet behind the ears, a heaven sent victim
for their rough practical jokes. They wanted to test me
to determine if I was a sissy or a lad with enough courage~
to take whate~er they gave me without whimpering..
. In the afternoon, with the foreman gone to look after
a horse that was lying sick a few miles from the ranch
house, .their opportunity came. They started by asking
me if 1 had ever ridden horseback? When I answered
"no"and told them I was anxious to learn, they suggested
I begin by riding in the corral where; by an odd coinci-

,
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dence, there was a gentle horse already saddled" bridled
and waiting~for me. ' .
.
. When all the cowboys accompanied me. to the corral,
it, should have'made me suspicious. If I had, known any'thing about horses, I would have backed .down when I saw
it ,took two of the~n to hold the mean looking, restive horse
" .they had chosen for my debut as a rider. But I was gulli- .
, ble and ,too happy.and preoccupied to notice how they _
" nudged each, other when I neglected to test the saddle
girths, how they grinned' when J committed a cardinal sin
by mounting the horse from the wrong side, how they
laughed when,sitting astride the horse, I told them to "let
him go" altho they could plainly see that my feet were
barely· to~ching the stirrups. They thought the fun was
beginning.
Not having beep. "told that all their riding horses were,',
trained to guide by the pressure of the bridle reins .against
the' neck, I attempted" to turn the animal by pulling on the
bit.. Instead of delighting the expectant cowboys by throw. ing me, the outraged brute elected to spin around liKe a
top, whirling so fast my feet lost contact with the stirrups
and I was forced to cling giddily to the '. high pommel of
the' Mexican· saddle.
.
, Perhaps purposely, the gate to the corral was not
closed. Frightened by the dangling ,stirrups no less than
by his clumsy rider, the horse climaxe~ his gyrations by,,'
bolting thru the open gate. Then with the bit in his teeth
and completely out of control, he ran at full speed out on'
the'unfenced prairie with me hanging on to the friendly,
life-saving pommel, helpless and fervently hoping he would
, ,not step in a gopher hole.
The fun loving cowboys had· expected to see me thrown'
on the soft ground inside the corral but aware of the d~m- .
ger' of a fall on the sun baked,. hard ground outside, they'
were alarmed.' Fearing an accident,' they momlted theirhorsel? and pursued me. They,'had a'long chase and' only
overtook me many miles from the ranch when my horse.
breathing heavily and covered with hither; stopped of his
own accord.

"
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Crowding around me, they asked me if I, was scared?
If I had realized my" horse was running away, no doubt
I would have been terribly frightened but when I kuthfully answered "no" and told them I had enjoyed the ride,
they were mystified. I had done everything wrong but
perhaps I was a real rider and, anticipating their joke, had
turned the tables on them.
One of them dismounted and had just finished adjusting my ,stirrups when my horse bolted again, this time
heading for the ranch house., Again I clung desperately
to the pommel. Again the cowboys pursued me but' my
horse was fast and the race did not end until he ,"ran into
-the corral thru the open gate and stopped. Again the
cowboys surrounded me and asked if I was scared? Again
they were mystified when, I answered, "no" and told them
it was such a fine ride that i wanted to repeat it the next day.
, Meanwhile the foreman had returned and heard of
my adventure. After supper, he took me aside and told
me he had intended to teach me how to ride by putting
me 'at first on a gentle, well trained animal but the cowboys had taken advantage of his absence and thoughtlessly
risked a serious accident by mounting me on a wild, half
broken horse. When he told, me the horse had' ran away
with me and he was mighty glad I wasn't hurt, I was
careful not to let him see I was shivering at the thought
of my narrow escape but, later, when he threatened the
crew with disciplinary measures, I realized their fate rested
in my hands and hastened to defend them. It was a joke
and I beggE;ld' him to go easy with them.
- The cowboys had expected a severe reprimand, perhaps to be discharged. When they heard I had not com:
plained but had taken their part, it made me one of them.
From then on, there were no more jokes. They were my
pals and :would do anything they could for me.
The next morning, the riding lessons started. The
kindly foremanwas not a talker but he was a good teacher.,
Intent on learning, i was an apt pupil,' absorbed his instructions and made rapid prog"ress. Soon I was allowed to ride .'
alone and as I quickly discovered I was not' compelled 'to

,"
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give my entire attention to my gentle horse, I began to look
about and make- observations. - Incidentally, J' studied the
brands on the cattle using the lake as a drinldng place.
After supper a few nights later while I was sitting.
· on the porch gossiping with the crew, I remarked that almost all the cows I had seen around the ranch bore the
same brand. But as it was not the brand· of the family
· of the doctor's wife, I wanted to know who owned them?
The tight lipped foreman had left us and gone to his room
to pass the evening with his' wife but the boys undertook _
to answer me. 'All of them talked, interrupting and 'prompting
each other. It was confusing
and after,
this lapse ofr
"
'
.
time I can remember little of the exact .language they used
but I have never forgotten the tragic tale they told.
.
. Among the original white seWers of New Mexico was
the family of the doctor's wife. One of them, perhaps her
· grandfather, probably her father, bought an old Spanish
land grant that pre~umably inC!uded the springs and lake .
at EstanCia and the land surrounding the lake. Here the
ranch house was built. Here, for many years,' members
of the family lived,' raised horses and cattle:, and prospered.
Their ownership was never disputed ,until, a, fe-yv years
befo:r:e my visit, another old Spanish land grant was bought.
by a man named Whitney, a Bosto!! capitalist with visions
of the profits to be made in the cattle business if gone into
on, a big scale. His purchase included. not only a water
holE) called Antelope Spririg~, located some, five miles from
Estancia, but also included-it was claiI'ned-the springs
and lake at Estancia and all the adjoining property.. To
, look after his interests, Whitney sent a younger brotlier,
a big blustering fellow, purseproud and egotistical, domineering and ruthless, a man totilJly devoid.of tact, a braggart who imagined he was a· wonderful shot with a pistol:
When the younger Whitney arrived to take charge,
he was. confronted by conflicting titles. Already settled and
.raising cattle. at Antelope Springs was a rancher who had
· bought the site from the same people' who had sold it
to, the older Whitney. At Estancia Springs, he found the
ranch held by the family of the doctor's ~ife.

.
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To avoid expensive litigation, the rancher at Antelope
Springs sold Whitney his herd ot: cattle and his rights to"
the site but when Whitney ordered the family of the doctor's wife to vacate the property at Estancia Springs, they
not only flatly refused but would not negotiate with him.
If he disputed their title, he could bring suit against them
in the courts.
While pondering over his next move, Whitney made
his headquarters at Antelope Springs. There he employed
a foolhardy fighting foreman and began to buy more stock
but soon finding the springs would not yield eno·ugh water
for his· augmented herd, his thoughts reverted to the unlimited supply at Estancia:. A scion of great wealth, into1. erant of opposition and accustomed to take what he wanted,
he decided to act without waiting until the validity of his
title was adjudicated by the courts and planned a surprise
invasion. Needing reenforcements, he hired seven· so
called Texas gunmen. With them and his foreman, he
raided the ranch, drove off, the Mexican foreman and the
crew of Mexican cowboys who were in charge in the absence of the· owners and took forcible possession of the
property.
Manuel Otero, the adored brother of the. doctor's
wife, had succeeded his father as the head of the family.
From all accounts, he was a handsome man, kindly, generous and extremely popular, particularly with the Mexicans residing in the territory. They· idolized him. He
and the doctor were already on the way to visit the ranch
at Estancia, Springs whEm the news of Whitney's invasion
reached them~They sent. for the sheriff who happened
to be in the vicinity. They knew he would gather a posse
and come promptly to their .assistance but Manuel was
impatient and would not wait for them. Unwisely he insisted on pushing ahead without him.
At Estancia they were received in the messroom by
Whitney, the fighting foreman and the seven Texas gunmen
who filed into the room and took seats along the wall.
Manuel and Whitney did the arguing. Their debate
started quietly but quickly becoming heated, Whitney sud-
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denly.,delivered an ultimatum,"You must lay down your
arms and leave this place," As he uttered these fateful
words, 'he and the' foreman drew their guns.
- - As none of the boys who talked with me that evening
were eye ,witn~sses to what f9llowed, the sto,ry they told
',was, of cours,e, hearsay. It was apparent they were parti..:
sans and prejudiced. ' Maybe they exaggerated. I couldn't
say. I can only relate their version of tlie subsequent
happenings. '
,
,
Altho Manuel Otero was armed, he had not made a~'
aggressive gesture but the impetuous foreman was too
cowardly to wait until he reached for his weapon. Taking
no chances, he shot him in the, forehead, 'killing ,him
insfuntly.i'
,
'.
'
Then pandemonium broke loose. Suddenly panic
stricken, the seven gun-toting Texans deserted their employer, yelling, cursing' and stumbling 'against each other
. in a mad rush to, get out of the smoke filled room.
No doubt Whitney had intended to support his henchman by shooting the doctor but he was slow getting into
action. Maybe he thought a physician could not be familiar
with. firearms. 'Maybe he was 'unnerved by the tumult
around 'him. Maybe his 'vaunted prowess with a pistol was
a bluff. Whatever the cause, his arm was unsteady when
he fired: He did succeed in hitting the'doctor in his left
. arm but it was not until after his intended victim~ool
and lightning fast-had drawn his gun and shot and killed
the treacherous foreman.
Now left to fight a battle single-handed, WhitneY-made
a sorry showing. With less than a table's width between
them, his shots"were wild and missed but the doctor's,
shooting arm, his right arm, was not crippled arid he did
not miss. ,He shot Whitney, not once but againand again
until the badly wounded' braggart dropped his gun, f~ll
on the floor and cravenly begged, for his life.
In a fewbri~f seconds, the room was a shambles. Of
the four 'participants, Manuel Otero was dead. 'His gun
1. M. A. Otero, My Life on, the FrO'ntier. II, 103 gives the date of, this killing
as Aug., i 7, 18S'3.
'

(
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had not been fired. The fighting foreman was dead. He
had fired but one shot. Whitney lay moaning on th~ floor,
bleeding from many wounds. The doctor had a bullet
in his. left arm.
As to what happened next,' my narrators differed.
Some of them, hero worshippers, contended that the doctor-gun in hlllld and eager to' continue the battle"':"-stood
in the doorway and made the Texans surrender their
weapons. Others said the sheriff's posse,. nearing the
ranch, heard the firing, hast~ned and arrived' in time to
disarm the Texans and-make Whitney ~ prisoner.
I was thrilled by the story but, to me, it was not completed and' I pressed for more details. "Why did the
Texans run out after the fight started?" . The cowboys
laughed and said no one believed they were -real gunmen.
Besides they had been in the territory long enough to learn
of. Manuel Otero's standing, especially with the Mexican
element of the population, to know their lives would not
be worth a thin dime if they took an active part in his
murder.
Then I wanted· to know why the doctor did not kill
Whitney? One of the. cowboys shrugged and answered,
"Quien sabe? Who knows?" Another said, "Me, I always .
reckoned he was saving himrto be hanged." But he wasn't
hanged. The sheriff did take him to Las Vegas. There he
was tried for the murder of Manuel Otero -and I can well
remember my surprise and indignation when they told
me he was acquitted "because he did not fire the. shot that
killed the doctor's brother-in-law" but more likely "because
his rich relatives spent no less· thim one hundred thousand
dollars to clear him."
When I asked what had become of Whitney, they
said they heard he had gone away to try to -recover from
his wounds. They thought he would be afraid to ever
come back but his Boston outfit still made its headquarters at Antelope Springs and was still in the cattle busi.
ness on a big scale. It wa~ mostly their. stock I had seen
around the lake. .
To my question why the Whitney cattle were allowed
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to_ water at the lake, they reminded me that it :was only
partly fenced. The range was free. Anybody's horses or
stock could use the lake for a drinking .place. '
Finally, when I asked if they'expected another raid,
,they laughed again and said they thought the Whitneys '
were through with raiding. They had had enough.
,With·' the story of'the cowboys foremost in my mind,
the next morning I cornered the foreman and endeavored
to get his version of the tragic affair. r remember how
he answered, "We have'a good crew but the boys are young
and their' tongues wag too much. None of us were here in
those-days. Nolie 'of us were in Las 'Vegas during the triaL
I suppose all of us have 'heard plenty but I know the doctor
does not like to talk about "that killing or lIke' others to
talk about it and I keep my ~outh shut." The kindly
foreman had snubbed me, but. he had started me thinktng
and I was beginning to understand the sadness that 'lin-,
gered in the doctor's home, how the tragedy was a subject
the family preferred not to discuss even with their friends.,
'During the.days that followed, the time passed pleas'antly. I had no duties to perform and could loaf. or ride
about the country as I pleased. The food at the ranch
was abundant and, after I became accustomed to the MeXican cooking, I thrived on it, gaining' weight and strengtli.
Now accepted' by the cowboys, t was enamored' with '
the out-door, life they led until, at the urgent request of
the line-riders" I visited and spent several days and nights
with 'each of them in turn. These men lived alone in. little
shacks~ miles distant from the ran~h house and fr~m each
other. ' Craving companionship and delighted to have me
as a guest, I was made tYerywelcome. I found that riding
,the line from sunrise to sunset was interesting and .sometimes exciting but at night, .when I realized the line-rider' '
had no"one to talk to and nothing to do but eat, smoke an~ ,
sleep~perhaps read if:,there was anything to read-I E\aw
, ~he' monotony and loneliness of his in-door life and was
disillusioned. The glamour of the cowboy faded and I was
.glad I did not have"to remain"there permanently but could
return to my home and finish my education.
I

I
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neither of the combatants had a clear, title to the land they
claimed. ~nd fought over, that the
blood had been' shed'in
.
,
.
vain.
' ,
I 'have never returned to' the Springs but, with the '
passage of time, I am told there are amazing changes.
Today, where cowboys rode, where great bands of horses
and vast herds of Texas long horn cattle roamed, there are
, productive farms 'and orchards. Today, the ranch house
is gone. Only the lake remains, now' the 'center of- the-'
public park of the typical American town of Estancia,
a county seat with a fine water plant, railroad connections,
paved streets, electric lights, sanitary sewers, public schools,
, a city hall, a public -library and every modern improvement,
"already the home of more than a thousand progressive c"iti'zens.Few among them remember the sanguinary encoun-_
ter at the Springs. Where a people live in the present and
look forward to the future, a tragedy of bygone years is apt
to be forgot,t~n.'
,.
-
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By LILLIE G. MCKINNEY
(Continued)
CHAPTER

IV

REMODELED INSTITUTIONAL LIFE

left vaca~t by the' resiination" of Mr. Burton
' B. place
Custer February 17, 1908, was filled the following
T
day by Mr. Reuben Perry, formerly supervisor ,~t WashHE

ington. Mr. Perry had' had fourteen years of experience
as a school man in the government service workIng among
Indians. He had, handled many· delicate situations successfully, and had won the respect of. his superiors.
Perhaps the two positions which he held that had the
most influenc~ on the Albuquerque Indian school prior to
his superintendency at this place were his achievements
among the Navahos and the Hopis. On October 1, 1903,
he was appointed superintendent of the Indian school and
agency at Fort Defiance, Arizona.! , While there, he found
that the young men were devoting too much of their time . '
togainbling. The head men of the tribe were invited to .
a powwow and so convincing were Perry's arguments that
the leaders gathered up all the cards' that could be found
on the reservation and brought them. to the agency to be
burried. 2 Through, wholehearted cooperation many problems of a serious nature to the Navahos were solved. Mr.
Perry served in this capacity until November 16, 1906, when'
his splendid efforts were recognized by his appointment as
. a supervisor to the Indians. As a result, lie was sent to
the Hopi country accompanIed by two companies of troops
and charged 'with the difficult mission of settling a Civil .
war that had broken out at Oraibi, between two factions
led by Yukeoma on one side and Tawaquaptewa on the
other. The belligerents were soon quelled, and Mr. Perry
, and the troops departed. 3 The Indian office next' sent him
I

1. Personal interview with Mr. Reuben Perry March 24, 1934.
'
2. 'Ibid.
3. Ibid.
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to various reservations and schools to help settle vexatious
religious problems that had arisen.4 After settling these,
the remainder of his time until February 16, 1908, was'
spent as special investigator among Indian schools for the
commissioner, of Indian affairs. 5
These were fruitful years that fitted him peculiarly
for the superintendency of a growing boarding school oecause it gave him an opportunity to work out practical
applications' of an educational philosophy acquired in his
work and study of Indians in the schools and on the reservations. Furthermore, his special dealings and experi'ences with the Navahos at Fort Defiance and with the
Hopis at OraibifamiIiarized him with the Indians of the
Southw~st to such an extent that the Indian school 'at
Albuquerque was l2enefitted' greatly by his appointment.
Upon taking charge of the 'school,6 he found no friction . existed between the previous superintendent
and the
- .
,missionaries and priests. Nor did he permit ill-feeling to,
arise during his administration. While supervisor; he had
learned the evil results orr the Indian schools, of religious
quarrels, and had avoided arousing discontent among them
by working out a program agreeable to all the religious
denominations represented at the'
school,
and then adhering.
to it rigidly. 'Such a -program enabled' missionaries and
'priests to devote all their allotted time to the religious instruction of the children; the results were gratifying. ' A
better feeling existed among the student body.
Most of the children of Mexican descent, had been
removed by 1908. However, Mr. Perry discovered that
thirty-five Mexican ~tudents were ~till enrolled. They were,
allowed to remain until June 1, when they were dismissed.
,In this' situation, as in previous situations, the superintendent was tactful. He did not discuss the Indian-Mexican
issue' with the parents of the latter at the time their children were dismissed, but iristead filled their places with
\ " .

\

0----

4. Ibid.
5. Ibid.
6. Mr. Perry entered 'upon his' duties at the Albuquerque Indian School at' a
,
salary of $1.800 per annum (an excellent salary for
superintendent of' an Indian
school to receive in 1 9 0 8 ) . '
'
,

a

"
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full blood Indians from the reservations. When· the Mexican children applied for enrollment in the Indian school,
he refused admission on the ground that he was obeying
instructions from the Indian office: first, to admit only
those children that could prove their Indian blood; second,
to admit those children living out of reach of either an
Indian day school or a public school.. Furthermore, he
stated that the capacity of the school. was taxed to care
for those already enrolled, hence it would be impossible' to
re-admit the Mexican children that had been dismissed, and
that those children excluded from "the Indian school would
suffer no evil consequences since the city schools· were
friendly toward Spanish speaking children. 7
Ministers from the various churches in town took their
turn in conducting services Sunday evening at the scho'oL
Pupils who were affiliated with denominations attended
their respective churches each Sunday morning.· The
Sisters of the Catholic church came to the school every Saturday in the afternoon and on Sunday in the afternoon'
to instruct pupils belonging to their church. All religious
work was attended with harmony.8
Literary work showed satisfactory advancement considering the changes made among employees. 9 .Four pupils
graduated from the eighth grade. Eight girls were given
lessons on the 'piano and a good band was maintained by
the boys under the· instruction of the shoe and harness
maker. Theclosing exercises were interesting and instruc7. Annual Report, pp. 1-2, 1909.
8. Ibid.
9. Ibid., p. 6.. Employees relieved of duty were: Fleming Lavender, shoe and
harness at $600 per annum (for poor health) ; Addie E. Lavender, teacher, $600 (to.
accompany husband) ; Ada M. James, assistant seamstress, $400 (resigned February
29) ; Katie E. Custer, matron, $660 (to accompany husband) ; "Catherine· McMipn,
assistant cook, $480 (discharged April 17) ; and E. H. Colegrove, disciplinarian, $800
(transferred to Chilocco, Okla., at 'the request of. Superintendent Wise). New employee~ coming to the school· were: Carrie G. Walworth, assistant· seamstress, $400
a year; Emma C. Beeler, matron, $660; Mary E: Metzler, nurse, $600; Mary E. Perry, .
. clerk, $780; Katie House, assistant matron, $300; Hattie J. Hickson, matron, $660;
John T. Hickson, assistant cook, $480 (temporary); William E. Henley, carpenter,
$720; Mrs. E. H. Colegrove, assistant seamstress, $400; Mable E. Egeler, teacher,
$600; San .Juan Naranjo, shoe and harness, $600; Mrs.. Grace Osborne, assistant
matron, $540; and· Edwin Schanandore, disciplinarian, $800.
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'tive;lO The local paperl l gave the following account of the
program given at this tirn.e:
'The oration, 'How We Do' Things', by
'George Martin was to the point and showed
, both careful thought and good training in '
delivery. The demonstration which followed
showed the' different trades, taught at the
, school. Practical illustrations in carpentering, shoemaking, wagonmaking, blacksmith- ing, and dressmaking. This feature was especially interesting as it showed those present
that the governmen~ is striving 'to' give the "Indian practical working education, both literary and industrial~ and those advocating
more manual training in the schools, would do,
well to pay a visit to the Albuquerque Indian
SchooL
The girls. received, during they,ear, instruction in
housewo:r;k, sewing, cutting, fitting, laundering, and cooking; the boys were trained in carpentering, blacksmithing,
wagon making, 'engineering, shoe-making, cement work,
agriculture, especially landscaping an4 gardening.
A new office, building and a residence for the' superin, tendent were erected during the year. All the carpenter
work, plumbing, install~tion of the heating plant and of the
, l~ghting system was done by the, school boys.12 The plant
was improved in appearance by painting number of the
,buildings, by planting 200 trees, by sowing part of the
grounds to grass, and by removing the wornout plank side-,
walks. IS A dormitory was built for the small boys and, a
mess hall for all'the children. 14 Recommendations were
made for a new dormitory to take the place of the old struct~re for large boys, and a new barn to iilcrease the efficiency'
of the s c h o o l . ,
.' ,
During the year seventeen girls worked for families
in 'Albuquerque, and earned from ten to fifteen dollars a

a

10.
11.

1-2, (1909).
1-2, (1909).

Annual'Report. pp.
Albuquerque Morning Journal. May
12. Annual Report, PP.
18 r Ibid.•, p. S.
14. Ibid.

29, 1908,

p,

2,

col.
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month. It was -impossible to supply the demand for this
-kind of help.15 Besides' those _children working in Albu,:querque fifty-three boys went to Rocky Ford, Colorado, to
work in the beet fields. 16
-An event of importance to the school was the appointment of Clyde M. Blair, September 18, 1910, as principal
teacher at a salary of $1000 per aimum,u Mr. Blair was a
strong man, had administrative abilities, and was thoroughly qualified for the position. -He had charge of the'
kindergarten, primary, and grades; taught classes, supervised the library, literary societies, and was coach of athletics. 18 In addition he acted for the superintendent when
he was visiting Indian day schools under his jurisdiction.
His two chief virtues; efficiency and industry, were respo:Qsible for his rapid promotions.19 At the close of the fiscal
-year, 1910-1911, Mr. Perry had written "to Cato Sells, commissioner of -Indian affairs, recommending that the position of principal teacher be abolished and the position of
principal' be c:reated in its place for Mr. Blair, at a salary
of $1,400 per annum, because this title would give him the
prestige that he needed and deserved. 20
Evidently Mr. Blair filled the new position creditably
since the _academic and industrial departments were made
to function more efficiently by raising the -standards and
broadening the scope of work. 21 15. Ibid.
16. Ibid.
17. -Letter from Reuben Perry to Cato Sells (date- on letter destroyed).
18. Address -by Joh'; Milne, superintendent of the Albuquerque city -schools, to
the Albuquerque Indian School graduates, Albuquerque, New Mexico, May 81, 1934.
Mr. Milne in his introductory remarks to the graduates said: "Mr. Blair who for
one y~ar now· has· directed the affairs of this institution was principal of the high
school here twenty years ago. At that time I was also a high school principal and
it was my good fortune to work with Mr. Blair to work out a program of athletics
and other activities between the United States Indian School and the Albuquerque
High School. That was before the day of athletic associations to watch the eligibility_
of players. and to guard _against the infringement of the rules that make for good sportsmanship, but even in that period the- boys of this institution were known for
their cleimess and willingness to lose the game rather than stoop to unfair tactics."
19. Personal in~erview with Mr. Fred Canfield, head of auto mechanic shop ~f
the Albuquerque Indian School, Albuquerque, New Mexico, February 6, 1934.
20. Letter from Perry to Sells (Note 17 supra).
" in. A study of courses of study covering this _period (undated but signed byMr. Blair). Cf. address by Superintendent John Milne to the gradua~ of-the Indian'
school: -"From this _~ch60l in Mr. Blair's _time came Indian boys _and girls to - the
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Perhaps the most significant feature of the fiscal year,
1910-1911, was the a!ioption of the state course of study
for the purpose of fitting Indian pupils to enroll in the regular school system when the time arrived for theinto do SO.22
This was a forward'step also toward higher education since
higher institutions of learning might accept the graduates
, of the Indian school because they had studied the courses
outl~ned by the state superint.endent for the public high
school children of the state.
"
' .
The most outstanding feature of 'the year, 1911-1912,
was the record made by the athletic department coached by
Mr. Blair,23 In,football,the Indian team defeated the Menaulteam twenty-seven to zero on November 2, and twentytwo to zeto on November 11.24 ,The Albuquerque High
School
. won over the Indians by a close scor'e of six to five
on November 18, to captl;lre the Interscholastic championship.25 The most'spectacular game of football ever played
by the Indian. team was played with the Las Vegas Normal
at Las Vegas, New Mexico, November 28, 1912, The
Indians "massacred" the Normalites sixty-two to zero.
"Halo Tso, the Indian fullback, and Left End\Shipley played
a spectacular game and incidentally gained the m.ost terri- ,
tory for the visitors."26 In baseball the Indians won from
Menaul.onMarch 18. Platero for the Indians 'proved invincible, striking out sixteen mission mEmo 'The score was
nine to two" and according to the local press the Indians'
,

Albuquerque High School who had been inspired to' go further than it ~a~ possible
- to take them. Among those who did attend were some, of the choicest characters of
the Southwest, and several today are themselves in th'e Indian Service. Others'are
holding responsible' positions where no question is asked but ability to do the job
well. The vision and ability of Mr. Blair in those early days as head of instruction
did much to place good behavior as a'matter of intelligent action rather tha~ be~ause
of fear of punishment."
22. William Peterson, supervisor of Indian schools, "Indian Education," New
Mexico 'Journal of Education, V. 8, No. 15, pp. 57-58.
,
23. From a personal interview with Clyde M. Blair March 25, 1934. The vic-,
tories in athletics, 1911-1912, for the Indians were due to the fact that Mr. Blair had
secured the services of Coach Hutchinson of the U~iversity of New Mexico to coach
the Indian boys in his spare time. .
24. Albuque;que Morning Jourwi/" Friday, ~ov. 3,' 1911, p. 3, col. 1,' Cf., Ibid"
Sunday, Nov. 12, 1911, pO' 3, col. 1.
25. Ibid., Sunday, Nov. 19, 1911, p. 3, col. '1.
26. Ibid., Friday, November 29; 1912, p. 3, col. 4.
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shut out the University on April 1 with a score of seven
to zero. This game was at Traction Park. 27 Certainly
athletics played an important part in the school for both
boys and girls. 28
.
A kindergarten, primary, and eight regular grades
were maintained. 29 The state course Of study was used
which made it possible for the graduates to enter the local
high school. The grade work was equal to the work done
in the city schools of Albuquerque. 3o It is a creditable fact
that graduates of this school have held their own in the
larger Indian schools wherever they attend them, and that
they have' uniformly made good citizens after leaving
school. 31 The boys' band was under the direction of Edwin
Schanandore, disciplinarian, and performed creditably.32
Good citizenship,33 the development of" the body, the"
necessity of living health, the ideals of the Christian religion, the desirability" of learning a trade,34 and a love of
the _best in music and in books became deep fundamentals
'upon which the program' for the school was built. Each
department of the school specialized in teaching a particular
27. Ibid., Sunday, April 2, 1912, p. 3, col. 3.
28. Ibid., Sunday, February 25; 1912, p. 7, col. 7. "Athletics are encouraged and
the boys make great showing in baseball and football. Their football team yearly
plays several games with the University of New Mexico in which they acquit themselves with credit.-Their football team has the reputation of being the hardest
playing aggregation in ~he city."' Girls do not neglect athletics, however.
29. See appendix of typed thesis for list of graduates for 1911-1912.
30. Annual Report, p. 4, (1912).
31. Ibid., p. 4, Cf., AlbulJU"crCJUC Morning Journal, February 25, 1912, p. 7, col. 6.
32. Albuquerque Morning Journal, Sunday, Feb. 25, 1"912, p. 7, col~ 6.
33. Address of Superintendent .J ohn Milne to the graduating class of the Indian"
School. May 31, 1934: "Here (Albuquerque Indian School) they have been prepared
for the responsibilities and privileges of citizenship." The part they have played in
the relationships of the school has given them an understan"ding of the spirit of
fairness, justice, intelligence, ~nd goodwill. Here' they have learned the importance
of honesty and cooperation. Here has been taught that one must subordinate his
selfish interests to the needs and wishes of others."
"
34. Albuquerque Morning J'ournal, Sunday, Feb. 25, 1912, p. 5, col. 2. ""Some
idea of the size and importance of the UniU;d States Indian School considered one
of the most successful and extensive of the "non-reservation schools, may be gained
from the interesting fact that 1,500 pairs of shoes a year, five pairs for each one
of the 300 odd students," "and over 140,000 loaves" of bread are necessary every year
for the footwear and the nourishment of the phalanx .of boys an"d girls now being
trained at this big institution under the ;upervision of Superintendent Reuben' Perry.
"Everything around the Indian school is done by Indians. They make beautiful
mission furniture; they lay the sid"ewalks, and Bet up the wagons, and their mechanical
work shows the highest kind of skill and accuracy."
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phase of the' scholastic. program.35 . All employees were
urged to lead the Indian children· to accept this program.
Improvements moved forward .duringthe fiscal year,
1911-1912. S.leeping porches were a9deil to ·both the boys'
and the girls' dormitories,36 new bathing facilities were installed in the jrirls' dormitory, some employees' cottages
were improved, a steam heating plant was i~stalled in the
school building, picket fences were built, and a new brick
barn was built very commodious and w'ell arranged. 37 .
When. asked to particip·ate,. the school band furnished
music for various city and state functions, for Mr. Perry
kept before him the ideal that it was the duty of the school
to teach the ,childreI). that service to the city and' state was
demanded arid expected .of its citizens.38 Furthermore,
schools or individuals interested in scientific research among
the Indians of the Southwest found a sympathetic helper
in Mr. Perry.
By 1912 twenty;.four acres of the school farm had been
35. Such departments were: scholastic, athletic, hospital, industrial, and mis.
'
sionaries.
36. -Albuquerque Morning Journal, Sunday, February 25,·1912,· p. 7, col. l.
"The' boyS; and girls' dormitories are equipped with great sleeping porches with
their long rows of iron beds, each·'pupil keeping his or her bed in .apple pi~ order,
and all garments- being neatly hung up in the locker rooms. The perfect order and
system is everywhere noti~ed throughout the institution. The sleeping porches have
large windo';":s close together so that the pupils sleep p·ractica!ly in the open air.
Perfect sanitation is. a feature of the bu.'ilding throughout." .
.
·37. Annual RepOTt,
8, (1912). Cf., Albuquerque MOTning Journal, Sunday,
February 25, 1912, p. 7, col. 1. "Superintende)lt Perry declares tbe large brick bam
50x80 ft. which has recently been finished is the best bam in the .Indian Service,
particularly when its cost of $8000 is considered.
,
"The lower floor is devoted to stables, carriage and wagon house and accessories
.while a vast loft is used for the storage of hay and feed in immense quantities."
38. Albuq;.erque Morning Journal, Thursday, Nov. 27, 1913, p. 8. col..4. '.'The
Wednesday morning session of the' N. M. ·E; A. was opened with splendid number
by the· Albuquerque Indian school band. The military uniforms and soldierly bearing
of the A. I. S. players· presented a striking picture on the: stage an'd· tbeir playing
was one of the big hits· of the convention. Th<ry' gave 'A Day in· the Cotton Fields,'
in a spirited manner, breathing at once. into ·the assembled hearers a ·certain life
and vigor and ·interest such as nothing so much as band music can produce.
. "They were .splendidly receiv~d and loudly and insistently encored, but they'
did not make a second appea~ance, owing to the fact that there was so much business still to be' attended-·-."
Members of the band were: L. P ..Mix, Vicenti Garcia, Isaac AnaIlo, Manuel ,
Gonzales: Porflrio Montoya, Jose Sanchez, Abel Paisano;· Herbert Zoyze, Antonio Jose,
Loyaro Chaves, J~seph' Arling, and director (Schanandore).
.
-
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reClaimed and brought to a high, state of cultivation39 by
flooding it with silty river water, plowing and working it
up for several years, and planting to cane, corn, and such
.crops. After such vigorous treatment it became free from
alkali and was ready to be sown to alfalfa or' any other crop.
In 1912-1913 ten grades were ,being maintained. The
work was of good quality since the graduates were able to
enter the city, high school., Four additional acres of the
school farm were reclaimed. The boys had done well with
their 'work in agriculture, for their products were valued
at $5,000.40 " A large addition was built to .the girls' dormitory to care for an increased enrollment of forty-five. An
entirely new steam heating plant was fnstalled in this building. 41
'
'
Mr. Perry's agitation for permission to increase the
school enrollment got results in 1914 when Congress authorized an increase of 100 in enrollment; This victory led him
to renew his fight for a huge building program which finally
3~.
Report 'on the, Soil of the School Fann, 1913 (Macy H. Lapham, inspector
Western Division).
"Soils of the Indian school grounds and fann are recognized under the type
name of Gila fine sandy loam. It is typically pinkish gray to light reddish' or Yel-'
lowish brown color. The reddish tint is usually pronounced. The material is usually
without gravel and is of a 'friable structure under cultivation.. but is readily maintained in good condition of tilth. '
"When moist it is quite sticky and inclined to puddle and, bake upon exposure,
particularly under conditions of poor drain'age where it is not subject to cultivation
for Borne time.
"The subsoil generally consists of alternating layers or strata of' clays, loams,
and sands.
Frequently the sand is quite coarse and porous. The clay is stiff and
relatively impervious to water.
','The, sand is usually in, six' feet borings. In the claynoduies or concretions
of lime carbonate 'are 'frequently found.
, "Drainage is poorly developed. The water table is within a few feet of the
surface. The methods practiced by Mr. Armijo seems effective (that of deep plowing, leveling, dyking, and flooding the land).
"From one to two ,years of flooding .is' necessary. 'It is plowed deeply previous
to the flooding so that leaching of lhe salts from the soil is hastened."
'
40. From an old report found in the office files ~f the Albuquerque Indian
, School. Albuquerque, New Mexico, dated December" 4, 1913.' Levi Chubbuck. agri.
culturist. wrote that "Supt. Perry and Mr. Annijo, school gardener, successfully
overcame a serious alkali condition., It was believed that a'n expensive artificial
drainage system would be necessary, to reclaim the land. Mr. Annijo is worthy of
large commendation for what bas been accomplished through close practical observation at the expense of considerable labor and time but without initial expense of
installation of drains or other improvements requiring a high cash outlay, and with
quite satisfactory results in vegetables and fann crops."
41. 'Annual Report, P. 5, (1913).
J

'
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materialized in 'part with the aid of the chamber of commerce, and friendly congressmen who were actively' engaged iIi the interests of the school. Ii plea was made for
a sufficiently large appropriation to build a shops building;
a, domestic science. building to cost $7;000; a double cottage
for employees; and a gymnasium and a,ssembly, hall to cost
$25,000. If b.uilt, these additions would represent a much
greater value than the appropriation indicated because the
'boys would do the carpenter work' under the guidance of
the-carpenter instructor. 42
'
The 'state course of study which had been adopted for
the Indian School in 1910 was used until 191543 when a
tentative course of study for Indians 44 along more practical
lines was prepared under the direction of the commissioner
of Indian affairs and required in the various government
schools. 45 The results obtained here in various phases of.
,school work were commendable. Especially interesting was
the exhibit at the State Fair.46
42. Albuquerque Morning Journal, Saturday, Dec. 6,_1913, p. 8, col. ,2. "Supt.
Reuben Perry oftbe United States' Indian School, yesterd'ay was advised from
Washington of the approval of the i>lans for improvements at the school to cost'
$20,000. The improvements will include a domestic science building, a shop building,
and a double cottage for employees.
Edward Lembke, contractor" will ,do the
building; the Whitney Company will install the heating and plumbing, and the
material will be purchased of the Albuquerque Lumber Company; the City Sash and,
"Door Company, the ,Mcintosh Hardware Company, and the Ilfeld Company.' Boys
of the Indian school' will do the masonry and carpenter work." Cf., Narrative
Report, p. 6, (1914). The, title Annual, Report was changed to Narrative Reports
after 1914.
,43. Cf. Note 21 supra.
44. Office of Indian Affairs. Tentative Course of Study for Indian., p. 5, (1915).
"The economic needs of a1( people-of the Indians .especialiy--demand that
schools provide for instruction along eminently practical lines. To, this end industrial
schools have been established in, which th~ culture value' of education is not neglected,
'but rather subordinated to the 'practical needs of the child's environment,"
45. Albuquerque Morning Journal, Sunday, Dec. 5, 1915" p. 8, col. 1.
46. Ibid., Monday, November 22, 1915; p. 5, col. 1. "The exhibit ~y the United
States, Industrial. school, of Albuquerque, is a blue ,ribbon winner. The prizes awarded
it at the state fair are pimled-to various' objects, serving' to draw detailed, attention
to them. A display of tools made from steel, is a marvel. A hat crocheted by a
sixteen year old Pueblo giri 'is bound to win the admiration even of a trained milliner.
The "knitting, tatting, em"broidery, patchwork, . darning, penmanship; drawing, and
other e"hibits are proof of' proficiency of teacher as well as receptiveness of pupil.
Quite attractive are botanical essays illustrated with specimens of wood. leaf, and
'flower, as well as blue print photograph of the trees described. Several illumined
motto~s suitably' framed are works of art and also please because of the' good cheer,
hope, joy, and optimism expressed in the .verses. Altogether. the ~xhibit is one that
it would do good to send to every city of the United States to prove that even the
_ Indian is becoming a useful and self-supporting citizen."
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Two unfortunate events happened in the school during
the fiscal "year, 1915-1916: first the transfer of Mi:'. Blair to
the principalship at the Carlisle Indian School, under Superintendent O. H. Lipps, which increased the duties of Mr.
P~rry; and, second, an epidemic of la grippe affected, "at
one time, 180 pupils. To increase t~e difficulty Doctor C..
Leroy Brock, in charge of the health department the greater
part of the year, was transferred before the close of the
term and promoted. 47
By the end of the fiscal year, 1915-1916, the school
plant had become a well-kept village,consisting of sixteen
brick buildings, twenty frame, and one adobe, a large brick"
hog-house, six pens with a large room for slaughtering, an
assembly hall with a seating capacity of ·700 (costing
$25,258.40, but worth $35,000), and two water tanks erected
on steel towers "costing $2,225.48 In addition considerable
new equipment waspurchased for the hospita1. 49 Mr. Perry's
recommendations at this time provided that the laundry
building should be torn down, moved to a more desirable"
location and rebuilt on a larger scale; that the mess hall
should be enlarged to care for 450 pupils; and that an entirely new" library building should be built. 50
The new industrialized program provided for a primary, a kindergarten, a pre-vocational, and a vocational"
course with special emphasis on agriculture. The change
from the old to the new was done with little friction; the.
employee force was efficient, loyal, and co-operated forbenefit of the schoo1. 51 There were ten graduates from the
tenth grade. 52
SupervisorH. B. Peairs delivered the graduation ad47. Narrative Report, p. I, (1916).
48. Ibid., p. 7.
49. Ibid., p. 1. An electric sterilizing outfit,. a nurses' desk with filing cabinet,
temperature and clinical history sheet, nebulizer, and ~C?mpress~ air outfit for
treatment of nose and throat trouble, and one· operating table with facilities for
storing dressings and solutions.
50. Ibid., p. 7. The school accommodations were for 400 pupils, but more were
crowded in than were best for the children. This accounts for Mr. Perry's insistence
on adding more rooms and sleeping porches to the dormitories.
51. Narrative Report, p. 9, (1915).
52. The names are given in an appendix of the typed thesis at the UniversitY
of New Mexico Library.
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.-- dress in 1916, and other distinguished guests who visited
the ',school during the year were: SpecIal Agent Brown,
Supervisor Newborpe, Assistant Supervisor Coon, and
Inspector Trailer. 53
.
_ According to the local paper5 4 the -year
just closing has heen one of the most success.,.
ful, in the history of the local 'Indian school.
Mr. Perry the superintendent, has brought
the school to a high state of efficiency. His
work at the local school has been generally
recognized by the Indian Department officials
as being extremely satisfactory.
CHAPTER

V .

DURING AND FOL;LOWING THE WORLD WAR

(1917-1922)
,

,

The year 1917 was a successful one, but a trying one:
The loss of· Mr" Blair as principal was keenly felt,' and war
activities overshadowed all other a~tivities. GeorgeF. Dutt,1
a school man of only average ability, had succeeded Mr.
. Blair' and it was necessary for Superintendent Perry 'to
exercise personal supervision in. both the academic and
the-industrial departments...
. Many vacancies also occurred and the following positions were unfilled: teachers of, agriculture, farmer, disciplinarian, and d.omestic science.
,
Mr. Perry was very much concerned by a proposal to
. increase the enrollment up. to 600: 2 Special Agent Calvin '.
H. Asbury wrote that the school was ,the logical. place for
·an increased capacity, and that the only additional eXpense
. would be the building of a dormitory and the employment
of a matron. 3 During the year !'l building was erected
53.
54.

Narrative Report, p. ·10, (1916).
Albuque-rqu/l Morning Journcl, Thursday, June I, 1916,
1. Narrative Report, p. 4; (1917).

2.· Personal interview with Mr. Reuben Perry, March 81, 1984.
ment was increased to 500 by the close
the' fiscal year,
8. ·Narrative Report, P •. 7, (1917).
-

of

,.

.

p: 8, col: 4.
The enroll-
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. large-enough to house the laundry and the sewing department.
. There were no serious infractions of discipline during
the year~ but sixty boys deserted. 4
The Sisters of St. Joseph's hospital were willing to take
Indian 'girls sufficiently advanced to take training in nursing. 15
Commissioner Sells, Supervisor Peairs, Inspector Traylor, and Special Agent Asbury visited the school during
the year. "The school has been greatly benefitted by sug":
gestions made by these officials, by their becoming acquainted with the work the institution is. endeavoring to' do, .
and by the aid received as a result of such visits."8
Mr Dutt resigned in 1920 to enter child welfare 'work,
and Mr. J. G. ROSS7 assumed charge temporarily: After a'
few months he was relieved by D. C. West who remained
in charge of the school until 1921 when he was transferred
to Haskell Institute, Lawrence, Kansas. Fred. M. Lobdell
next served until 1922 when he, too was transferred to
Haskell Institute. Throughout his principalship Mr. Lob. dell spent part of his time amusing his friends playing a
mouth organ instead of introducing progressive methods
of teaching. s Mrs. Isis L. Harrington was promoted' to
the position left vacant by Mr. Lobdell, and filled the posi.
tion with credit to the school.
The period, 1916-1922, was one of'mediocrity so far
as the principals of the Albuquerque Indian School were
concerned, but was one of· fruitfulness beginning in 1917
with'the arrival of Mrs. Harrington, a teacher from. the
Sac and Fox Indian School at Stroud, Oklahoma, and con":
tinuing until her withdrawal from the school in 1933.9
From 1917-1922 she developed a technique for teaching
Indians of the So~thwest so succeSSful, in practice that it
. ,
Narrative Report, p. 7, (1917).
Ibid., p. 7.
Ibid., p. 8.
7. Mr. J. C. Ross did excellent w~rk. Mr. 'Perry recommended that he be .
appointed permanently to this !'Osition..
ll. Personal interview with Mrs. Isis L. Harrington, April' 30, 1934.
9. Personal interview with Mr. Reuben Perry, March 31, 1934.
4,
5.
6.
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· gained for her the appointment as principal of the school
in 1922: Many worthwhile activities begun under' her'
supervision spread from the school to the pueblos, to the
hogans, and to the tepees of the Indians of the S·outhwe8t.
It was partly her efforts that aided the Albuquerque school
· to rise to a place of first magnitude among the Indian schools
of the Southwest.1o Fortunate, indeed, was the school to be
so ably ied by Mr. Perry, upright; energetic, and experienced, assisted by SOl versatile and sincere a principal as
Mrs. Harrington proved to be.l l
.
.
School work was disrupted generally during the fiscal"
year, 1917-1918,' because of war activities and the enlistment of sixty-four Indian boys12 in the United States army
and navy. This was remarkable cooperation with the war
work committee considering the fact that the entire enrollment' of the school had reached only 470 of both; sexes
(188 girls; 282 boys). It is possible that such a large
enlistment coming from the ,school
, . was· due largely to the.
efforts of Superintendent Reuben PerrY,13 for he required
them from the time they were enrolled in the school until
10. E~win Grant .Dexter, A History of Education 'of the United States, p. 463.
,This book lists the In~ian' School as ;uch.
11. The following ~ata came from a personal. interView with Mrs. Isis L. Har··
rington, May 1,
Mrs. Harrington hol~s it B.S. ~egree, a B.A. degree 'from
the Univer-sity of Southern California. and is working on her. Master's requirem~nt
in the last name~ institution.
She tsught many years in Nebraska,' Kansas,an~'Missouri. From
she taught in the In~ian school of the Sac an~ Fox at Strou~, Oklahoma,' an~ from
in the In~ian School at Albuquerque, and wasan instructor at the Las Vegas
Normal School during the summer 'session of
She is author of many political articles (one of much interest to the school is
"Lo, .the Poor Taxpayer") ; educational books (suc~ as Eagle's Nest and Komoki of
the Cliffs); short stories, .reviews, and stories for anthology. (as. J=n. the Yaqui).
Her Indian stories are authentic~
.
For complete list of names of the In~iari School veterans see appendix of the
.typed thesis, University of New Mexico Library.
Card of appreciation from John R. Mott, director general of the general
committee to Reuben Perry, found in the office files of the Albuquerque Indian
School, Albuquerque, New Mexico '(undate~): "The Gener~l
Committee of the
United War Work Campaign wishes to convey to Mr. Reuben Perry· im expression
of appreciation and gratitude for devoted and effective cooperation in helping to
· ensure the Buccess of this great patriotic undertaking. In these momentous days,
signalized by the victorious ending of the great world struggle and the ushering in
of a new era. those who made possible this greatest voluntary offering in the his.
tory 'of mankind bave rendered. inestimable service to the men ;'f the military' and
naval forces of the United States an~ her allies, to the homes from which they came
knd to the nations which Bent them f o r t h . " , .
.

1934..

1915.1917

1917-1933

1933.

12.

13.

'.

'
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they graduated, to be taught the principles of good citizenship (including military 'drill, proper flag 'etiquette, and
obedience to superiors as a part of their regular work) .
'Of all the letters from the enlisted boys to SuperintEmdent Perry not one spoke of being dissatisfied because
he had joined the war forces; instead in almost every case
the writer expressed the desire that he might do more for
his country. The Indian School was saddened by the death
of Paul Yazza (killed in action), but felt a great need for
do~ng their "bit" to help in the great struggle~~4 As a '
result renewed activity caused the Indian School to become
the center of war. work, various groups competed with
each' other in furnishing the most aid to those enlisted.
The four literary societies of the Indian, School spon'sored a money-raising campaign which netted $725. Of
this suill the Webster literary society raised the greater portion. 15 Not only did the pupils remaining in school cooperate '
in furthering the war work, but reports concerning the
Indian boys who had enlisted indicated that they were making splendJd soldiers. 16 So many of the, band boys had
enrolled that the organization was unable to function as
such. Those enlisting made either the army or the navy
band; a fact of which the scJ;lOol'might be justly proud.I !
14. Pow-Wow, p. '3, 1929; (Yearbook of the Indian School). ,"To the sixty-four
A. I., S, ,boys who participated' in the World War and in loving memory of our
schoolmate, Paul, Yazza who, rests in France, the' Class of 1929 dedicates The PowWow of 1929."
,
'15. See letter of Reuben Perry to Private .Tootsana Teller, December 17, 1918.
16. Na'f'TVLtive Report, p. 4, ,( 1918). Also, Lett~r of Harry Spencer to Reuben
Perry, June 23. 1918.
UMarfa, Te.xas.,
8th Cavalry
"We are getting along very find, we have drill ,every day, in 'the morning's we
have drill on horseback and in the afternoon we drill on foot, we don't have hard
time our drilling nor on' horses (the plains Indian boys love horses ·and' are splendid
horse';'en), because we knew how to drill, so there'is no trouble for us (the Indian,
boys in the local school were given· a rudimentary course in the military handbook),
besides we knew how to ride on horses \ut t~e rest of the white boys are havin'g:
a hard time on drilling and on horses" so w'e had to show them how to do the
thing right.
"We four boys are always right on the spot and we are doing o~r best and do
What we are told to do, we don't care how hard it is.
" - - - We like the army life very mu'ch.
"Harry Spencer:!
17. Cf. list of those in service.

"
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"'Trades taught the' pupils at'the school were-of value
to the boys in placing. them'in the army service. Possibly
this was one of the-factors that made them like artily life.18
, - A se~ice flag was made and kept during the World
W;;!or by the Minnehaha, ]iterary society.19, It contained one
-gold star (that for Paul David Yazza) and sixty-three
white ones.20 There is no' complete record in the Indian'
,school files of the bqys who saw actual service in France.;!l
Of the' Indian boys enlisted in'the World war not one,
deserted or Wilfully' disobeyed the command of his 'superior
officer. , When these boys r~ceived, their honorable dis"' charges they found risefrii and, gainful work as, soon as
possible in the railro~d shops, some, on the reservations,
''Yhile others were ~ven, positions in the Indian Service.
'

"

18.

20, 1918,

Letter of Tootaana,Teller to Reuben 'Perry. June
,
'
"Fort Bliss., Texas
'''I am a' horse shoer here and I'like it verY'much. I am proud and thankful
for all the,education the government gave to me while I 'was in school. I am glad
I have a 'better education than'most' of the white boys that a;e around here" (the
~rmy Alpha test, proves this.) I have had ~lreadY showed them I had learned,
something of different trades. ,Many' of them think I had some college education
,( possibly, result of industrial training), but I told them I wish I, had it. - I' went
into 'the troops 'and started drilli~. I knew the manual of arms and, oome other
_things.' I had an 'argument many a time about that. Some say that, I had' gone
, to military school, and, the rest say I was' in the, service before. '"This shows that
,if a person gets down to business he ;'rshe can prove to the rest he can do,something when he tries to;
, _,
"
"
"I was a member 'of, the track team and pitched, for the 5th Cavalry ,regimental,
baseball ~am and now I am, in football team, in the first team. Now, I surely
would like to go to school some; but as some of them say my oountry needs me. but if
I ~ver get a chance to gO' to, school I will ~cJ<le:it harder.
'
'''Yours truly;
Tootsana Teller."
,
'
This flag was burned in the fire that.-destroyed
19. Pow-Wow, P.
the auditorium; February,
• 20. Ibid:', Under the Coolidge administration a certificate of appreciation was
,given the ,school by th~ president of the United States containing the names 'of. the
Indian boys whose stars were on, the service flag. This ,certificate of appreciation
,was framed and hung on the' walls of the aUdito~iuin.
'
- 21. Letter of Private Chee Dah' Spencer to Reuben Perry, J'une 24,
.
"Camp Doniphan
'
~attery E. ,11 F. A.
For Sill, Oklahoma
" - , - - ' Well, Mr. Perry we are g~ing, to leave for France tomorrow morning
at 4 :30 and so I will say goOdbye aod say to the children, at 'school I am always'
ready to ~tand right beside my country--:that is 'the reason why I ,enlisted in the',
army-this is all I can say. I' 'will close ,with' 'best regards: to you, all the teachers,
and the school.
..
Private Chee Dah'.spencer."
,

'102, (1932).
1922.

1918.,

/,'
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Edward U. Tysittee, a Zuni ex-service man was given the
position of farmer in his Alma Mater, and a very successful
farmer he became.
.These boys returned with vision, courage, and the will
,to foster cordial relations among their tribes of the South. w·est beCause they· ~ad had enough of the tremendous cost
in lives, suffering and hatred in the army.
They did what representatives of the United States·
government told them to do; and they came back, not disgruntled, but searched until they found work. 22
. Though 1918 was a difficult year, Mr. Perry managed
to have completed an addition to the dining hall, a warehouse, and- a large cowshed. At this time, i918-1919, he
was making plans for a new dormitory for girls and one
for the boys to provide room for 600 pupils. 23
..
During the World War period Mr. Perry took upon
himself two big fights (1) to get an appropriation sufficiently large to install a new sewerage system and (2) to
increase the per capita apportionment. Concerning thesewer, Mr. Perry wrote Congressman B. C. Hernand~z
and to the commissioner of Indian affairs that the sewerage
.. system at this time had ,been constructed in 1900 and was
nearly two miles in length. In addition it was connected
to the city sewer .on Fourth Street, and was near the surface. This did not give sufficient fall and made it necessary
for the manholes and sel'1Vic~· to be at or near the sur-,
face. This arrangement was not satisfactory. Mr. Perry
was unable to secure an appropriation fora new sYstem,
but he was not discouraged, and continued to ask· for its
construction until·authority was granted.
And the second fight,24 for an increased appropriation,
was .necessary because of the increasE;ld cost which threatened the whole school during and immediately following:

-

22. Personal interview with Mr. Perry, June 1, 1934. Also, personal interview
with Edward U. Tysitee, May.28, 1934.
23. Narrative Report, p. 7, (1919). Mr. Perry urged .his new building ·program .
to the following distinguished visitors:· Hon. E. -B. Merritt, assistant commissioner.
Mr'. O. H. ·.Lipps, supervisor of education, Mr. E. B. Linnen, chief inspector; Mr. .
H. T. Brown. special agent, Mr. W. G; West; supervisor, Mr, H. Q. Wiison. BUPer-·
viBor and Mrs. Elsie' C. Newton, supervisor.
.
. 24. Ibid., P. 12:
J
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the World War. ,The cost of living had increased seventynine per cent,. arid without an increase in the per capita
cost from '$167 to at least $225 the school would have. to
omit the' richer, "fuller courses in the industrial department.
Mr. Perry asked' andteceived the' support of Senators A.
B. Fall and A. A. Jones, B. C. Hernandez, congressman at
large,th~ Rotary Club,25 and, H .. B. Peairs; superintendent
'of Haskell Institute,26 Mr. Perry was unable to persuade
congress to increase the appropriation to $250, but did get
"the per capita cost increased to $200 during the fiscal year.
With two, exceptions the employee force during tbe
fiscal, 1919-1920, was willing, efficie~t, and loya1. 27
In, this connection Mr..Perry wrote to the Indian'
Office:,
'
New. employees entering the service, as a
rule, are not as good as those who, have been
in ,the service for some time. ThE;l best p,eople
'are not attracted by the meagre salaries
offered while the best employees in the service
are constantly resigning to accept better positionsoutsid.e. We, rarely lose an inefficient,
employee, but the better class are constantly
leaving the service. The effect is the lowering
'
,
of the personnel. 28
He recommended that a bandmaster, an assistant dis- '
ciplinarian, and a' comp~tent domestic, science teacher
should be ,appointed for the following year. 29 '
, 'Mr. Perry also wrote the Indian office that the plant
should be enlargea to care for 800 or 1000 pupils since .the
Indian population' was so large and so many children were
without school' facilities. This school was the nearest·
non-reservation school to the great Navaho, the Zuni, Hopi,
and'some other Pueblo tribes. so This incr'ease would
necessitate the building of two dormitories,. remodeling
25.

22;

Letter of the Rotary Club, to Hon. R C. Hernandez, July
1919.
26. Letter of H. B. Peairs to Reuben Perry. Dec. 6, 1919;
,27. Narrative Report, p. 5, (1920). A domestic science teacher and a tempo-rary disciplinarian..
'
,28. Ibid.; p,' 6.
29. Ibid., p. 5.
30. 'Ibid., p. 3.
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and enlarging the school building, and installing a new sewerage system and a central heating plant.31
Pupils were less restless since the close of the World
War, and consequently showed more interest in their school
work. 32 The standing in morality was high,33 There were
no incorrigibles nor any criminally inclined. 34 Seven of thepupils graduated from the tenth grade,35 and most of the
pupils were trained sufficiently to make their way in the
world without becoming a burden upon the government.
In January, 1921, sixty-five pupils contracted measles.30 .
Otherwise school progress moved forward about as usual.
Those graduating planned to assume leadership by thefr
indu§.try, for vocational instruction and guidance had given
them ambition, poise, and .efficiency ; and had kept them in
school at a time when they were most susceptible to the
vices of the reservation.
. The sentiment was growing in favor of more advanced
education. A majority' of the seniors were entering either
Haskell Institute or' the local high school to finish the
eleventh and twelfth grades;
.
. . It . was noticeable to those visiting the pueblos and
reservations that returned students were enlarging or
building new homes. They were helpful rather than lazy.
or discontented as pictured by some writers. 37
The health of the children for. the fiscal year, 19211922, was rather .alarming.38 An influenza epidemic during
February and March was responsible for the illness o~392
pupils. There were ten cases of pneumonia; ten of tuberculosis , (eight pulmonary and two glandular), and six
Ibid.,
32. Ibid., p, 9.
.
33. Ibid., p. 7. Also, personal interview with Mrs. Isis Harrington; May 17, 1934.'
"In hundreds of original stories I have never had a pupil to indicate that a
child told a parent an untruth, tho';gh it might 'save him 'some inconvenience:'
34. Narrative Report, p. 8, (1920).
35. For names, see Appendix of typed thesis,
36; Narrative Report, P. 2; (1929).
37. Personal interviews with Miss Isadora Lucero, graduate of 'the Albuquerque
Indian School, March 31, 1934; also, Mrs. Lucy Clark, graduate of the Indian Scho~l.
May 16, 1934; and Mrs. Alice Shields' (a teacher who spent many Years at Oraibi)
May 15, 1934.
,
38. Narrative Report, p. 3, (1922).
31.
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trachoma· operations. Theindivid.ual towel system was "
in use in the dormitories and the hospitaL All the build- '
. ings were fumigated .(botli during ,and after the epidemic)'"
and the pupils weighed m o n t h l y . 3 9 " ,
. One of the newe'st and best bu~ldillIts, the' auditorium.
and Igymnasiuin, was destroyed by fire. February 12, 1922.·
- T4is was, a great loss, and occasioned many annoyances
and inconveniences. "Mr. Perry was discouraged over this
loss" but set to work, with renewed energy to -secure an '
appropriation for:' a new structure. ,Hewas greatly_ encour-aged to know that, due to recommendations of the Indian
_ office. and the efforts of other friends, .congress had' appropriated $'42,500 to rebuild the structure.40 . By the close of
the fiscal year, plans had b~en, made and an: invitation for
bids: on material had been posted. All was ready for: the
erection of a new building.
'.
_ ,Hep.ce, the World War period, 1917~1922, brought
many ,disa,ppointments, feverish· activities, and sOJ;ne com~
.pensations, including- an increased building" program, an
increased enrollII!ept,' and an end, to the unrest among the
,students.
,. -,
>' -'
(To be concluded).

,-

"
,

,

. '89.
40.

.. '.

.

Ibid., P. 8.
Ibid., p. 8.
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THE WEAPONS OF. AMERICAN INDIANS
.By D. E.

WORCESTER*

. The weapons 'used by the American Indians were nmch
the same among all the tribes and, regions. Most common
were the bow and arrow, the war club, and the spear. These
arms differed in type and .quality among various tribes,
. partly because of the materials' used, and partly because
of the lack of. uniformity in native workmanship. Bows
were made of various woods as well as. strips of ram and
buffalo horn, and ranged in length from about five to three
feet. Arrows also were varied, some being of reed, and
others of highly polished wood. Points were ~f bone, flint,
or fire-hardened wood.
The .coming of Europeans to North America eventually
caused a modification of native arms. In some regions
European weapons were; adopted and used 'almost exclusively. Elsewhere they were used to a varying degree,
depending on their availability and effectiveness under local
conditions. European innovations popular among the' Indians were firearms, iron hatchets,knives, and iron or steel
arrow points. And in the. Southwest where' the'country'
was open and horses plentiful, the .lance became a deadly
weapon in the hands of a mounted warrior."
.
Although this paper is not meant to be comprehensive,
.a few words on the observations of Columbus are included.
The natives of the Caribbean seen first by ColumQus hadno weapons other than a crude dart or spear tipped with .
a fish's tooth. . The Taino~ of Espanola described the warlike Caribs arid thelr'bows and arrows to Columbus. On'
.one part of the isl~nd, the ArawakB were fou~d to be armed', '
with bows and arrows, the first of these weapons seen by
the Spaniards in the Indies.
.
'
, The _Caribs generally were well-supplied with bows,
c

• The opinions contained herein are those of the writer, and are not to be construed as official" or reflecting the views of the Navy 'Department or, of the naval
service at large.
D. E. Worcester,'
Lieut. 'SO' USNR.
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arrows, clubs, and spears. They used the shinbones of their
,Arawak victims for makjng arrows, aitd poisoned themwith
hydrocyanic acid taken from the cassava plant.
. The earliest' descriptions of American Indian' arms'
, are to be found' in the journals of the Spanish explorers.
The, soldiers of theN ~rvaez 'expedition -to Florida found
that Spanish armor was unavailihg against Indian arrows..
Some men dechired that they saw red oaks the thickness of
a man's h;g pierced through by arrows. The bows used by .
the Indians of Florida were said to be as thick as a nian's
arm"and of eleven or twelve palms in length. The Indians .
reputedly were so accurate'that they rarely nllssed at two -,
hundred paces., Cabeza de Vacaobserved that when two
tribes were at. war and exhausted their supply of arrows
in battle,.it was customary for both parties to return to
their villages, even though one side might be much stronger
than the other. He told of Indians of the coastal region of
Texas who' bought wives from their eneinies at .the price
ofa bow or' some.arrows Jor .awoman.
, De Soto found the Southern Indians ready for war. at
any time, and extremely skilful' in.combat:
Before a Christian.can.make a single shot
- with, either ,[crossbow or arquebusJ, an Indian will discharge three or f()ur arrows; and
he seldom misses . . . Where the arrow
meets with no armor, it pierces as deeply. as .
the shaft 'from a~ crossbow. Their bows are
very' perfect; the arrows are'made of 'certain
canes, like reeds, very heavy, and so stiff that
one of- them, .when sharpened, will pass
through a target. Some are pointed with the.
bone of a fish, sharp and like a chisel; others ..
with some stone like a point of diamond ;of
. such the 'greater number, when they strike
upon armor, break at the place the parts are
put together; those of cane split, and will
.enter a shirt of mail, doing more injury than
.
when.armed.1
.
.
>

"

. When the Coronado expedItion p'enetrated the South1. Spanish explorers i"; t~e southern' Uni~ed States, 1528.1548 :'..
H. Lewis and F. W. Hodge.. (New York, 1907).. 148-149.
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west and Plains, a soldier was' killed in the Sonora valley
by a poisoned arrow which made only a slight scratch on
his hand. Probably it was an Opata arrow, as' that tribe r
wa~ known to use poison in later days. ,The Pueblo Indians seen by Coronado had the usual weapons: bows, ar- .
rows; and war clubs. During the journey on to the Plains '
in s'earch of the Gran Quivira, Coronado's soldiers saw a
Teya Indian (Hasinai) shoot an arrow clear through both
shoulders of a buffalo bull. from the Teyas the Spaniards
learned a novel way to keep on the right course when crossing the trackless plains. At sunrise, the Indians selected
the route they' intended to travel to the next waterhole,
and then shot an arrow in that direction.' Before reaching
this arrow, they shot another over it, and in this way continued all day'long without getting off their course because
of the absence of landmarks.
.
Espejo 'described, the weapons of the Pueblo Indians
in 1583:
Their arms consist of bows and arrow,
macanas and chimalcs,. the arrows have firehardened shafts, the heads being of pointed
flint, with which they easily pass through a
coat of mail. The chimales are made of cowhide, like leather shields; and the macanas
consist of rods half a vara long, with very
thick heads. With them they defend themselves within their houses. 2
,

'

,

In 1598, Onate visited the buffalo-hunting tribes on
the edge of the Plains, and described their weapons as very
large bows after the manner of the Turks. Their arrows
were tipped with flint, and they used some spears. ,These
Indians killed buffalo with one shot while hiding in brush
blinds at the watering pl~ces,3
A description of the weapons of the Indians of Vir, ginia about this same period, was left by William Strachey.
Their weapons for offence are bowes and '
arrowes an~ wodden swords; fordefen,c~,

----

2. H. E. Bolton, ed. Spanish exploration in the Southwest, i54~-1706. (New
York, 1916). 178-179.
'
3.

Ibid., 230.
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targetts. Thebowes are of ,sorrieyoung plant, .
~her of the locust-tree or of weech (witch'
hazel), which they bring to the form of ours,
by the scraping of a shell, and give 'them
strings of. a stagg's gutt, or thong of a deare's '
hide twisted. Their arrowes are made some
. of: streight .young spriggs,: which they head
with bone, two or three inches long, and these.
they use to shoote at squirrells' and all kind
of fowle. Another' sort of arrowes they use
made Of reedes: these are pieced· with wood,
headed with splinters of cristall or some 'sharp
stone, with the spurs of a-turkey cock; or the
bill of some bird feathered with a turkey
feather,; ..' To. make the notch of, his arrowe, he hath the tooth of a beaver sett in a
stick, wherewith he grateth yt by degrees, his."
arrowe heddhe quickly maketh with it little
. bone . ,. . of any splint of a stone . . . Of an
oyster, shell..... . . and' these they glue to, the
end of their arrowes with the synewes ,of.
deare and. the topps ,of deare's horne boyled,
, into a jelly, of which tI:ley'make .a .glue that
will' not dissolve in· cold, water. Forty yards
, they will shoot levell, or 'very neare the roarke,
and one hundred and twenty is their best at
random.
.
,
" _'
Their swordes be made of a kind of heavy.
wood which they have '.'. '. but, ofteniymes
they use for swordes the horne of a' deat:e put
through a piece of wood iri forme of a pickaxe. -Some use a long stone sharpened at both'
ends, thrust through ,a handle of wood in the
,'same manner . . . but now, by trucking with
.us, theyh~ve thou,sands of ourironharchE;ltts,
, ' such as they be,4 ,
, As soon as the Indians'learned to use iron for ~r~ow
points and·other purposes; they preferred it, and employed
'it whenever it was 'obtainable. The bOws' ,of the Creek
, Indiansw~r~ described as ~ kind of Yew,. almost as strong'
as English bows. Their arrows were long and of reeds.
, Arrow points were of bone, 'flint, 01' -pieces of' knife blade.

,

,

.

4, W. Stracliey. The histme of t'ravaile ;';"to Virginia Britannia " • : (Lon~,
, don, 1849, for the. Hakluyt Society), vi, 105-~06,
'
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when none of these were available, they used a piece of
notched hardwood which pierced' as deeply as any of the
others. In warfare in the woods, the Indian warrior stood
behind a tree, and, wjth his arms around it, discharged
~rrows with great accuracy.
.
When fur traders began going among the tribes, the
. Indians soon added to their stock .of weapons, as warfare
generally was the most important element, of tribal life.
The hatchet, or tomahawk, replaced the war club of the
South~rn tribes. Tomahawks were" deadly -weapons; . they
could be thrown with great effectiveness, ,and were extremely destructive in hand to hand fighting. Scalping
knives were much prized, trade items, as were- iron arrow .
points.
,
In th~ forest areas of . the South, the natives found
that European weapons, especially the gun and tomahawk~
were eminently more practical for 'warfare than their own
bows, arrows, and clubs. In 1728, William Byrd of Virginia wrote that in hunting as well as in wadare, the
Indians used nothing but firearms purchased from the Eng': \
lish.' The bow and arrow was out of use. Byrd maintained
that this was a condition favorable ·to the English, 'as he
believed that the Indians had been able to do more dam.age with' bows and arrows. 5 Other accounts verify the
fact that .the Indians of the Virginia region very soon forsook their bows for guns. 6 ,
.
In the 1770s, ,Adair found the Cherokees adept in the,
use of guns and bows. He declared that they couid make
most necessary repairs to their guns,and that they made
the finest bows and the smoothest, barbed arrows he had . '
. seen. 7 When 'war parties were in enemy territory; they,
always hunted'with bow and arrow, to escape detection.
In the 'Southwest,' the Indian, trade, of the Spanish'
soon had an effect on the weapons used b~ the natives. The'
5. W.' Byrd. The writingB oj Colonel WiUiam Byrd . ..' ed. by J. S. Bassett.
(New York, 1901), 97-98.
. .
,
6. S. Kercheval. A hiBWry of the v'!Jley of Virginia. (4 ed. Strasburg, Va.,'
1925), 276.
,
"..
'
,
7. J. Adair. The' history of the American Indians . •. (London, 1775), ed. by
S. C. Williams, (Johnson City, Tenn., 1930), 456-457.
.
..
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· situation there differed fronith;:tt of the Southeast, in that
the country was open, and'there soon were'many horses..
Further,. the Spaniards, unlike the French and English,
prohibited the sale of firearms to the natives, though they
· did supply them with knives and axes. However, the tribes'
ne~r French Louisiana soon acquired fi~earms. By 1722, .
'. the Hasinai had ·so many guns that they no. longer used
bo~s, arrows, and shields except in mounted warfare.
Mounted warriors usually carr\eda bow,a quiver
arrows, a lance, and"a small round buffal~hide shield:
· '. Most of the moun.oted tribes proteCted their horses in
· battle by use of leather armor, after the Spanish fashion. '
The Apaches, Comanches, Pawnees, and others ~ere very
skilful with the bow and 'arrow, and also. used a lance
'which was like the end of it sword inserted into a wooden
handle. 8 . They carried· leather shields, .and wore leather
jackets .and caps.9 Their arrows' were pointed ·with. iron
whenever it was obtainable.
. . In 1759, when Parilla's force was routed by the Taoa·vayas and their allies'iIi a pitched ba.ttle, the Indians were
found to 'be well armed with, French guns, pistols, sabres,
an~ lances; ali of which the; employed more skilfully than '
the Spanish-soldiers.. They were entrenched in their Village" alld apparently had ceased using the bow and arrow
in warfare. 10
.
The Lipan ,Apaches used in addition. to .the" usual
weapons, F'rench guns obtained from the Bidais. The other
Apache tribes were more remote from Indians that traded.'
with the French,: ~nd were without firearms,uFrom 1750
on, the Comanches were supplied' with 'firearms,. but as
they fought mainly' on horseback, they continued to use
bow's and arrows, and were very' formidable. with the lan,ce.

of

.

(I

8. P. Margry, ed. D~cO'Uvertes et etabliBsements des Fratn~ais . .. (6v: Paris,
1876-1886), vi, 312.
. .
..
I
9. ;r•. A. Morn. HiBiorlJ of Te",as, 1678-1779. ·(2v. Quivira Society, AIbuquerq~e, 1935),' i, 89-90.
. .
."
" .
,
10. Ibid., ii, 391-392.
11. H. E. Bolton; ed. ,Athanase de. M~ziBTes and the LO'Uieiana-Te",as /r~ntier,
.1768-1780. (2v. Cleveland, 1914), i,i, 153.
.
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The explorer Pike described the weapons of the western Apaches:..
'
,
Their arms are the ,bow and arrow, and
the lance. Their bow forms two demi-circles,
with a shoulder in the middle; the back of it is
entirely covered with sinews, which are laid
on in so nice a manner, by the use of some
glutinous substance, as to be almost imperceptible; . this gives great elasticity to the
weapon. 12
The Apache arrows were about three 'and one-half
feet long, the upper part consisting of a light rush or
cane, into which was iriserted a shaft of harq.wood about
one foot in length. The point was of iron; bone, or flint.
When one of these arrows entered a man's body, and an
attempt was made to remove it, the shaft would come loose
and leave the point in the wound. The Apaches shot their
arrows with such force that one would go through a man',s
body at 100 yards. Their other offensive weapon was a
lance about fifteen feet long, which they held in both hands
above their head~ when charging, meanwhile guiding their
horses by their knees. With this weapon an Apache was,
considered more than a match for any Spanish dragoon
in single' combat; but because of a lack of. knowledge of
tactics they never could stand the charge of a body in concert. All carried shields, and a few had firearms. 13 . Only,
the lancers were mounted. Although spears were 'used
by the Indians, before the coming of the Spaniards;' the
use of the lance in the Southwest apparently was adoptea
from the Spanish at the same time that the' Indians ac,quired ,horses and learned horsemanship.
Warfare on the Plains before the coming of white men
generally' was not very destructive. A Piegan chief told
of battles his tribe had with the Snake Indians early in
the eighteenth century. ' When the two war parties met;
both made a great show of their weapons and numbe~s,
as was the customary procedure. Their arms were bows,
I

12. Z. M. Pike. The expeditions of Zebulon Montgomery Pike . •. (new, ed.
3v., New York. 189,ij, ii, 749.
13. Ibid., ii. ,749.
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. arrows, spears, and stone-headed clubs. A,fter some sing,;,
ing and dancing, the two parties<' sat down on, 'the gr.ound
at a respectable distance from ,each other, and placed their
shields before them. These shields were very large, and
prov~ded ample protection for a ffi;;tn. The Snakes were
well guarded by, their shields, but in some cases the Piegans
had to use one shield for two. men. The bows of the Snakes
were smaller-than those of the Piegans, but ot'better wood,
and reinforced on the backs with sinews, which gave them
great strength. ' ' Th~ Pieganshad iron head~d 'arrow's which,
, did not piercE;l com:pletely the Snake shields. After a lengthy
/'dischargingof arrows, both sides retired, without either
-leaving any casualties on the field: '
,
A few years later, another combat took place in which
the'same chief partiCipated. This. time, the Piegans had
more iron headed arrows, and a few guns. The Snakes
had: no guns,' and apparently did not ,know of their use;
, They outnumbered the Piegans, and han many short ston~~
, ·headed clubs' for close' combat. 'The Piegans feared an,
onrushing attack, as it would have been disastrous for them.
After the usual singing and :dancing, the two lines formed..
'Most of the Piegans ,waited for night'to fall so that they
could escape, but at the war. chief's order they closed the
lines toaoout sixty yards so the guns could "be tried. So .
effecti:vely did the Piegans use their firearms, that in a few'
flours the' Snakes' began to steaJ away from behind their
shields, and a general rout ensued in which fifty scalps
were lifted. 14 Soon'after this battle the Snakes began to
, fight on hprseback in the N:orthwest~
"
A trader among the, Northwest Indians in' the 1780s '
said that the Mandans and Gros Ventreshad guns, pistols,
and swords,and plenty of ammunition. These Indians had
not given ~p the use of the bow and arrow, however, but
still' used them exclusively for hunting, and kept the guns
',for warfare. 15
'
,

'

"

J. R TyrrelI, ed. David ThomP8on'8 narrative of 'his e",plOTations in' we8tern
America. (Toronto., 1916), 329-331. '.'
•
15. A. 'P. Nasatir, ed. "Spanish explorations of the Upper Missouri," in ,Mi8si8sippi VaUey hi8torical revi,;"!, x i v , , 6 5 , '
,
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In 1797, David Thompson described' the Mand'ans'
weapons:
The native Arms were much the same as
those that do not know. the use of Iron, Spears
and Arrows headed with flint; which they
gladly lay aside for iron; they appear to have
adopted the Spear [lance?] as a favorite
weapon. It is a handle of about eight feet
in length, headed with a flat iron bayonet of
nine to ten inches in length, sharp pointed,
from the point .regularly enlarging to four
inches in width, both sides' sharp edged ; the.
. broad end has a handle of ,iron of about four
:inches in length, which is inserted in the
handle, and bound with small cords; it is a
formidable weapon in the hands of a resolute
man. 16
The Mandans had few guns at this tim~, as their only
source was 'the small trading parties whi~h reached, their
villages. They had shields of bull hide which would turn' _
an arrow or a spear, but nota bulletp
.
,
The Snake Indians were late in acquiring firearms, and
they consequently suffered"in their wars with more fortunate tribes. They made excellent sh<,>rt bows of' bUffalo,
horn strips, and they used war cIuQs a~d lances. The
Snakes'west .of the Rocky mountains had no knives or
hatchets, and few guns. 18 The possession of firearms by
the tribes in contact with fu~ traders gave them a. great
advantage' over their enemies. A widespread dislocation
,among the Northwestern tribes took place in the eighteenth
century. The ChipewayaIis, suppIl~d guns by. the French,
forced the Blackfeet and Sioux out of the forest regions
onto the Plains. The Blackfeet, and Sioux, armed later by
the English traders, crowded the Snakes, Salishans, and
Kootenaisout of their hunting grounds. 19
16. Thompson, op. cit., 228.
17. Ibid., 228.
18. . M. M. Quaife, ed. The jour'lUll. of Captain Meriwether Lewis and Sergeant
John Ordway· . •• (Madison, 1916), 268.
19. H. A. InIii~. Peter Pond, fur trader. and adventurer . . '. (Toronto, 1930),
120. The acquisition of horses by the Blackfeet a;'d Sioux was also an influe;'ce on
their movement.
'
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In 1774, Sioux horsemen were seen wearing. agarmerit
describe'd as being like an Qutside'vest with short sleeves,
.."' made of several thicknesses of soft skins. These garments
were similar to those worn in battle by the Southwestern
Indians, aIld would turn an arrow at a distance. The Sioux
warrior rode with a shield slung over his shoulder to guard
his back. The' weapons used by the' Sioux were bows, arrows, spears, an'd a few fir'earms~ A band of Teton Sioux
met by' the Lewis a,nd Clark expedition had also 'some cutlasses and steel or iron point~d arrows. 20
,
A weapon which horsemen of 'the Plains used with
deadly effect in close combat was the pukamogga.n,. a war
, club made of a round stone enclosed in leather, and sh,mg
,to a shank in the form .of a whip. It was developed from'
the war club formerly used, and adapted to mounted combat. . The tomahawk did not replac~ the pukamoggan of
the Plains warrior as it had the macan:a of his Southeastern
counterpart, as the tomahawk was less effective for mounted
, ,
. warf::t,re.
Some Plains tribes preferred the' use' of bows .and
arrows for warfaI:e, and, made no' effort to acquire guns.
Among'these tribes were the Crees and- AssiIiiboines. In,
mounted, combat, the short but powerful· llOrn bow was
more useful than a gun, as the latter was difficult to reload.
While a man 'was reloading his gun, he could easily be kiII~d
by a thrui?tof a lance, or by a flurry' of arrows."
..
,
West of the Rocky mountains the Indians were to obtain but few., firearms until the nineteenth century. The
Flat Heads fought, on horseback, arid always. carried two.
bows and two quivers of arrows, with which they d~fended
themselves very expertly even in flight. 21 Alexander Henry
described the bows used by the Indians west of the moun'tains as of three kinds, all neatly made. The first was a
short bow made of a slip of ram's horn,. The outside was
left undressed, but overlaid with several layers of sinew
, glued to the thickness of one-third of an inch, andl then
Ordway, op. cit., 1 4 2 . ,
.
L.
Burpee, ed> Journal of Larocque from the. Asmniboine to the Yellowstone,.1805. (Ottawa, 1910), 72. .
.20.
21.
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covered with rattlesnake skin. These fine bows were about
three feet long, and could throw an arrow an amazing distance. They were best sU,ited for use on horseback. Another bow was of red cedar, about a .foot longer' th,an the
horn one. The third type was the, plain wooden bow. Said
Henry:
These people make the handsomest bows
I have ever seen-always preferred by other
Indians. I have known a Piegari to give a gun
or a horse for one of those made of sinew. 22
The Klatsup Indians of the Columbia river ,region wore
, leather armor of well dressed moose hide, which. was hung
loosely over'their shoulders. It would deaden the force of
an arrow or spear, weapons with which that tribe was very.
dextrous. 23
Iron arrow heads were in great demand even among
the tribes that could obtain guns, as they were more effective than flint points against buffalo hide shields. Guns
were preferred for warfare, but iron headed arrows were,
widely used, as the supply of firearms and ammunition was
limited~
\
The Indians of the Northwest used a spear six to eight,
feet in length, with an iron or steel head. The spear is a
footman's weapon, but was used by mounted warriors. II!
the Southwest, whe:r;e Spanish influence was strong, the
horsemen used a lance of about fourteen feet in length.
There were but -few tribes that used poisoned arrows..
Thompson told or Indians living' near the Columbia river
who used rattlesnake venom to poison their arrow poi!J.ts.
To avoid risking the loss of warriors from -snakebite, this
tribe employed aged, widows in collecting the poison. The
poisoning of arrows was not generally' popular ,among, the,
natives of North America.
'
The changes which European arms caused in the use
'of native weapons are easy to trace. Less obvious are the
modifications which European arms and armor underwent
\

22.

E. Coues, ed. New light em the early history of the greater Northwest: The

23.

Thompson, op. cit., 507-508.

manU8~ript jo-urnals of Ale:.ander Henry • .. (3v. New York, 1897), ii, 713-714.
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as the result of 'lengthy conflicts .wit1:l tribes such ,~sthe '
ApaGhes, Comanches, Iroquois, and Creeks. The Spanish
'very soon 'gave up the use of metal armor in their New
World campaigns. Leather armor was. found more suitable
in the Southwesf;: elsewpere the quilted cotton jackets of -:
the Mexican 'natives were adopted by the -Spaniards as the
best· protection against' arrows. Spanish officials of St. .
Augustitl~ and Pensacola frequently petitioned the Kfng
for. additional suits of"Mex~c~m armor.".
' .
.From the fact that warfare between colonies and Indians was sanguinary and destructive, it has. been assumed
that inter-tribal warfare, had aJways .been equally devastatiIig. Undoubtedly a warrior took' equal. delight in lifting
>the scalp of an enemy tribesman as that ,of a paleface.. But
inter-tribal warfare of pre-Columbian days generally was
more of a dangerous .contest for the amusement oftne men
than an attempt at annihilation. If more.fa~ts were available~ it might become apparent that the systematic destr]iction of entire villages came about' largely as the result of
colonists of one nation inciting Indians against ~he- settlements 'of another nation and those ,of their Iridiimallies.
The facf that" t.he Europeans drove tribes from' their hunt-.. ing grounds was, of course,' anjnipor~ailt factor in inspir.,.
ing the Indians to make a desperate stand. Indian warfare
, ' was cruel. and pitiless; but it was not' usual that any one
. tribe was sufficiently overwhelming in strength to destroy
another tribe unaided.. The sway which' the Iroquois held,
.. for a time over many tribes' was' madepoisible by their
control of the gun trade out of Alba:ny. 'Ev~n with. this,
distinct advantage;.they were eventually overcome by tribes
which. the French urged against them.

"

.

FROM LEWISBURG TO CALIFORNIA
IN 1849
. (Notes from the Diary 'of William H. Chamberlin)
,

(Continued)
Edited by LANSING B.BLOOM

CHAPTER XV

"

Monday, Aug. 6.-Found an abundance of beans for
our stock this morning, and concluded. to remain for the'
day.' Indeed; ourselveFl as well as animals require a day
for ,resting and recruiting; but some of the mules took it
in their heads to, stray, and kept us running aU day in
search of them. A mule completely jaded and unfit for
service, will frequently wander' miles from camp during a
night. Had bean soup for all hands to-day" which ,luxury
'we cannot afford more than once in two weeks. Franklin
came up to-day with a company of emigrants; he had lain
, on the mountain without water, expecting to die.. We knew
this company would be along to-day, or we should ,have
,
gone back after him. _
Tuesday, Aug. 7.-Started at 121;2 o'clock tnis ,morn, ing, purposing to stop at daylight to feed and breakfast.
While we were packing, another pack company came up,
and took possession of our- deserted camp. . Did not find
a blade of grass, or bean, until 4 o'clock p.m., when we
came across a little grass; growing upon a sand bar in the '
river. - We stopped' 'arid unpacked,,twice during the .day;
to rest the. weary anhnals, and intended encamping several
times, without feed, but fortunately did not. Distance, 35
miles-1835.
'Wednesday, Aug. 8.-Reroained in camp until dark
this evening, when we packed up and started. ,Instead of
rest to-day, which we so much need, we were kept 'on the
. look-out and in' search of our animals all the while, which
seem determined to leave us at every opportunity, anQseek
better fare or better masters. Thus far, however, we have
been ,fortunate, having lost but the one, carelessly left behind, several hundred miles back. The channel of the river
has become very wide, more than a mile in many places, _
but at present is at its lowest stage, although it increases
gradually as we near its mouth. The growth of, cotton
wood and other timber, has continued about the same;
239
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throughout its course. But nothing can exceed the barren,'
godforSaken appearance of the country, on the, north and
south side as far as the eye can 'reach; one sterile hill rises
after another, and mountain after mountain, the desolation
of the scene unbroken by a 'single tree or living object.'
.The heat of the day being so intense, we are now compelled
,', to travel at night ; the sand in'the road is very deep, which
makes' travelling very laborious, and, it. is ,hot enough' to
'scald the legs of the anhnals. What would seem strange,
although so near the river, we frequently suffer for want
of water; the underbrush and weeds prevent our getting
to it. For the last two or three' weeks, we have seldom
encamped within less than a mile of the Gila, and it was
often with a, great deal of difficulty that we could get at
it, besides carryip,g the .water that distance.
Thursday, Aug. 9.-We unpacked about 1 o'clock this
morning and rested until daybreak, when we repacked
and continued our journey. At 10 o',clock a. m. we ,halted
to prepare breakfast, which occupied an hour's time. Here
we found a bush ,shelter from the sun, which had, been put
up by. some advance company. The day is excessively hot.
,After 'breakfast Of such it can be called)' we start,ed.
'Passing over several low, barren ,sand hills we emerged
upon' a sand plain, stretching off to the south and west
as far as the eye could reach. Never will' I ,forget the
sensations that come over me when I first gazed upon this
scene. ' The crossing of the Colorado, and the desert beyond,
had long been the subject of speculation and dread. From
the information' we 'had, we had, every reason to expect
many difficulties and trouble.s in passing this important
point in our journey, but nothing could exceed our anxiety
to realize it, for we imagineq that once beyond the jornada,
the' greatest obstacle in the route would be overcome and
we would soon reach the 'settlements of California. ,Well,
on our right we could see the course of the Gila river"
flowing westward, marked by the lirie of cotton wood on
its banks, and the mesquite timber stretching for some,
distance over the plain. On the south we had the broad,
barren, sandy plain, which we know, to be the valley of
the Rio Colorado, although we could not' distinguish the
river or its course; and on the west, ,nothing but a high
anq apparently, desolate waste, bounded the horizon. A
'. hazy atmosphere hung over the scene, on fire,. as.it were"
by the intense, heat of the sun, the rays of 'which ,are re'fleeted upward by this immense mirror of sand;, all com,;.,
bined.,to form a picture. at once' grand, gloomy, and fore-
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boding. Our road kept within the range of the mesquite
timber, and we had traveled but a few miles when wefound some beans. The condition of our animals obliged
us to stop and unpack, which we did about 1 o'clock, and
two hours were spent in gathering the beans for the mules.
Towards evening we found a suitable encamping place in
a grove of mezquite; had an abundance of beans and some
coarse grass on the border of a lagoon, which connected
with the Gila. Here we found a small company encamped
who, informed us that we were within two miles of the
junction of the Gila and Colorado rivers.' This was joyful
,news to us for we could turn our backs upon the Gila now,
with as much pleasure-as we first beheld, drank and bathed
in its cool and)impid waters, which have since gradually
changed into a broad, heated, turbid and brackish stream.,
In the course of our journey along the river we have
forded it upwards of one hundred times, and many times
the apparently' impassable mountains which bound its
course seemed to bid defiance to the efforts of our weary
animals and selves; The Yumas Indians had stolen' several
mules from these men, which is an irreparable loss to them.
There is a village of them on the north side of the, river;
directly opposite, but not in sight. We had scarcely reached
camp before we were visited by.a number of them. ' We
exchanged one or two animals with them,-but did not better
ourselves much. Distance, 40 miles-1875.
_
F'riday, Aug. 10.-Howard and myself walked down
to the upper'crossing about a mile below the junction. The
majority of the emigrants have crossed at this point, while
some have gone down a' few miles to Gen. Kearney crossing. We 'found some fifteen or twenty men here,' busily
engaged in ferrying over their baggage, and employing
Indians to swim over with the mules. They had,~ wagon
body which they had managed to make 'water-tight, and '
answered the purpose tolerably well, although it is a
slender boat in 'this "torrent of waters." The Colorado is
here about 350 yards wide, deep enough to float a "man
0' war," and a very swift current.
In crossing the' bOat
is carried down half a mile by the stream, in spite of aU
the force that can be put upon her. The banks of the
river are, pretty high, and covered to the edge by a thick
growth of cotton wood and underbrush, so that it is impossible to land on either side but at the present places of
embark and debarkation. After crossing with a load they
are obliged to tow the boat up stream by hand, with a
great deal of labor, crawling along the bank over roOts,
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wading or svv.i~ing for/the distance of' a mile, to make·
sure of the point on this side.~ There are about fifty Indians'
standing about" watching for every opportunity' to plunder.
They have heretofore carried the packs of emigrants over
'upon small rafts, made by lashing together several bundles
of reeds; in .this way they supplied themselves with cloth- .
ing, 'blankets, tobacco, etc.' This interference with their.
business has somewhat enraged them, ~nd they hayealready
given the emigrants a great deal of trouble, stealing their
animals and robbing them of .their' baggage, provisions,
money, etc., and· in some instances attacking and killing
several., ThEw are the most expert swimmers I have seen
· and remarkably' strong in the water. ' They frequently carry .
a bundle of clothes upon their heads-to keep it dry-with '.
. the lariats' of three mules in theirhands,which they manage' with most surprising dexterity in the swift stream.
Their usual plan of stealing is while' crossing with .tlie
baggage on their rafts or swimming' over with animals,
when they reach the middle of the stream they turn down,
~and the current in a few minutes carries them far beyohd'_.
" the reach of the loser, when they land and hide their plunder
in the thicket, until the emigraptshave.left the river.' Properly to the amount of thousands of dollars have been taken.
from the, emigrants. in this' way. In endeavoring to get
into the bank of the river about a mile below this crossing,
in an almost impenetrable thicket, I accidentally 'discovered· ,
· one of their pens for hiding animals, .etc., but it was.empty.
· The Yumasare a fine looking tribe, with welLformed bodies
and regular and rather handsome features. -They have a
great deal of money amongst them,and I saw as high'" as
$30 in gold cohipaid for a· singleblariket. 'They wear no
clothing but the breech 'cloth' except the. few articles of·
dress they have procured of travelers, in which they attire
themselves rather awkWardly.' What would one of our
eastern ladies think if waited upon by one of these "lords,
of creati~m," with but a shirt and a coat to cover his nakedness, ,y.et looking as, dignified and vain as an enlightened
gentleman who has nothing but a .good suit Qf,' broadcloth .
, to recomm.end him to their notice! A foreign dress has
'. a surprising effect upon ,the character of the' Indian, at
once arousing his vanity and self':'esteem. After':, seeing
"how things were to be done" at the crossing, and engag-ing the' "boat," we returned to' camp. About 10 o'clock:
we .packed up' and started down. ' The boat was still ip.use
and we could do. nothing but cross our mules~ We hired
,some Indians to' swim over with them, (:me, ,~wo_ and three
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at a time, for whiCh we gave them blankets, tobacco, etc.
We ,were cautious,. however, to first station a man on each
side of-the river with our best shooting rifles, some dis.:
tance below the ferry, to kill the redskins should they
make an attempt to steal the animals., Part of' our company crossed over to receive the mules, while the rest of
us remained to start them in and watch our baggage. A
small mule belonging to Franklin became·entangled in the
lariat and was drowned. The Indian brought it on shore
and in a short time every part of it was carried away;
_ The first butcher cut out the entrails and lugged them off,
as the most delicate' part, and. the' last took the head of
the ill-fated animal upon his shoulders and trudged away,
well satisfied with his share. Although we came ver'y near
losing three' fine mules, this was the only actual bad luck .
that happened to our company. When night set we had
all the animals safely over, but our baggage yet remained
behind; we were obliged to divide camp and keep 'a guard
on each side.
Saturday, Aug. H.-The moon arose about 2 o'clock,.
when we commenced crossing our baggage; and by 12M,
we had all our "traps" safely landed on the western bank .
of the Colorado, after ten hours of the most fatiguing
labor.' We immediately packed up _and went out a short
'distance from the river, where we found apond'of water,
an abundance of beans and some grass.
.
Sunday, Aug. 12.-Visited by the Indians. They had
nothing to trade except jerked mule meat, which we pur..
. chased, glad to get it. The ,few squaws we saw were
remarkably tall,. and heavy in proportion. They might
well be classed with the race of giants. At this point we 'expect to leave all-water and strike out upon our journey
across the desert. Accordingly,' we, filled all our water
vessels~gourd, canteens, haversacks, etc. My air pillow,
which had done good service in the purpose for which it
was made, and was used as a life preserver in swimfuing
the Colorado, now served as a canteen in which we packed .
four or five gallons of water, and altogether, we must have
had about 20 gallons. We also packed a lot of mezquite '
beap.s. ,Everything being in readiness, we started about
4 p~ ,m. We traveled west, across the river flat, until we
reached the high ground; then south, crossing a number
of high rough ridges, putting it towards the riVer. The
country began to change in appearance, and ,we soon found
ourselves "up to our eyes" in ~sand; the surface rolling
and perfectly bare of vegetation except small species
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of brush~ which found its way up' through the sand, ap:"
" pearing to defy sterility. The drifting sand had closed
up the trail in many places. Night closed in JlPon us and
after many. fruitless attempts to follow it, we conduded
to stop, which we did about 10 o'clock, tying our animals
, up to the bushes before mentioned. We-lay down to rest
. .and sleep, but in vain-the. hot atmosphere and heated
sand bed prevented anything of. the. kind. The· animals
sank
, to their knees in . the sand.
. .:.

XVI
.Monday, Aug. I3.-The· early dawn of morning was
the sign to' be "up and doing," for no more time was to
be lost, ·after launching out upon the· desert. We were
bivQuaced 'upon a ridge of sand, and a continuation of sand·
- hills stretch out to thl:l W. and N. W., bounding the horizon in that direction. On the east is the river flat; the
stream is not in sight, but the bottom is covered with rnez.quite timber, and this' can be seen .ofr to the south as' far
as the vision reaches. After packing up we descended to
the -flat, where we found some-small pools of water~ We
·watered our stock and replenished our canteens. We'
were no little surprised to find a cornfield here, and shortly
afterwards saw the Indians coming out of their huts with
baskets, to gather their day's supply of corn, melons, ,etc.;
. they said they. belonged to the Marapopa [Maricopa] tribe.
Judging from the barren appearance of the soil I could
not have believed that it would produce, especially at
such a distance from the river. Here we found a 'trail
running along .at the foot of the sand hills, which we followed, .not knowing whether we were in the right or wrong
road. About 9 o'clock we found some· beans; and stopped
an hour to rest and feed our animals. About 12 o?clock M.
we came to the well, where we unpacked, watered our ani-.
· mals, and prepared breakfast, or rather, breakfast, dinner
·and supper in .one meal, for we have eaten nothing since
we left the Colorado. A little coarse bread, weak coffee
and an allowance of mule beef is. highly relished. There
is as much water in'the well as we can use, 'but it is scarcely
fit to drink, (or would be considered so 'were we in a
more enviable position.) Started at 1 o'clock and again
stopped at 2 p. m. to feed upon beans, which we found
in great abundance. The road to-day has been good, rather
solid, which makes traveling. comparatively easy.. When'
we again started we.left the wagon road to the 'right and
CHAPTJilR
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followed a trail. At 3 o'clock we found another well containing a small quantity of brackish water,· and a dead
mule; which probably had been left behind, and fallen in·
in its attempt to get to the water. We drank as much
. as we wanted .and again pursued our journey., Our gen- '
, eralcourse is now nearly due west. Night set in upon
. 'us, but we did. not stop until 10 o'clo~k p. m., when the,.
~ darkness prevented our following the trail. We tied our
animals up to the small bushes and laid down to rest. I
.had become drowsy from loss of sleep and fatigue, [so]
that I frequently slept on mule back, and waked up when
about to fall off. I could not shake off the feeling, which
was truly wretched, although I made every effort to do so.
. Tuesday, Aug. 14.-The moon arose about 2 o'clock,
when we packed up and started, driving at the rate of. 4
to 5 miles per hour. Our canteens now contain our entire
stock of water. The sand is pretty h,eavy in places,
arid in other parts the road is very solid, the earth being
. of a gravelly nature, and destitute of vegetation throug4- .
out. About 7 o'clock this morning W!Ol reached the third· .
well. It is situated in a large, deep ravine, but the supply
of water was so scanty that we could get'but a quart apiece
for our animals, and none fqr ourselves.· This place is a
perfect Golgotha-the bones of thousands of animals lie
strewed about in every'direction; and a great number of
carcasses of horses and mules that have died lately, pollute
the atmosphere. D~serted' wagons, harness, saddles,· etc., .
add to this destructive and sickening scene. After draining the well to the iast drop, we concluded it would be
better to go ahead than to wait for it to fill tip again. It
was with great 'difficulty that we restrained our suffering
animals from rushing into the pit headlong. By their
incessant nickering and unwillingness to leave the place,
it seemed as though the little we .gave them increased their
thirst. We drove along at a fast rate until 9 o'clock a. m.
Our stock of water is almost out, and we have eaten nothingsince yesterday. We do not know how far we are
from water, but hav~ concluded t,o "take a piece" at all
hazl:l.rds. This emptied ~some of our canteens entirely,
and there is not now more than three pints of water in
the company. The heat has been' almost insupportable,
but a slight breeze has just sprung up. .Repacked and
traveled at a rapid pace. By 11 o'clock our water was
entirely gone, and some of us were suffering from thirst,
uncertain when we should reach water. It operated so
powerfully upon Maj. Green that he became almost frantic,
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"a~d: what' thec~~seque:nces ~~uld, h~ive be~n

had we not
reached watershortIy afterward, God oniyknows. About
one o'clock we saw a; small trail leading' off to, the left
, of the road, 'towards what seemed to be some small trees
and shrubbery; but ~e, had so, ·oftep. been deceived by'
, "mirage" during the day-frequently imagining we ,saw
. trees" water, etc., in the distance~that.we scarcely knew
'what
do, whether to follow the trail in hopes Of finding
water, and lose the time if ,we failed, or, continue ahead
,as fast' as, possible. After a short deliberation we determined to, pursue the former' course., Our joy' can
s,carcely be imagined when, after traveling a short dis, "tance, we came upon a pond or' stream of wate:r. 'Had
it not been very warm,tpe consequences might have been
, fatal to, some of us, for we drank a large· quantity of it.
We now gave the mules as much as they could drink;
but some of, them had rushed i:qto the pond and' "help.ed,
themselves:" We could not account for this :large body of
fresh ~water, at this place, having never read or heard of '
, its existence. (We have','since learned that it 'was "New
River," a stream that miraculously opened up. in this desert
waste during this summer) .80 But ·for this God-send, 'hundreds of emigrants must have perished" many of whom,
'like ourselves, were poorly supplied 'with, suitable water
vessels. ,.As it was, we heard of several that were lost and
died from thirst. That it did not exist before this season
is attested by travelers and Indians, who have been acquainted with the route, for many years, It could not have
been passed by unnoticed, for in one place it runs act:oss_
the 'main ,traveled Toad. I think that it is a branch of the Colorado, or rather" an arm of 'that river. The bed
'of'the stream indicates that it existed before. The point
at which it leaves the mainstream might have 'been closed
tip by the washing of sand, or the' shiftiIlg' of the current,
, which is very common in these western waters, and again
opened by an unusual rise in the river. This' is bU,t a,
supposition; the true source has not yet-been discovered.
We saw a: number of ducks and other' wild fowl, when
we first readi'edthe water. Up to' this point we have
traveled twenty~four hours since leaving' the Colorado,
and ,concluded to unpack, have something to eat, and rest
until evening. Shortly" after we' encamped a company of
Sonorians came up, on their way hqme froIl! the gold, mines
of California. We could talk but little Mexican, but learned
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from them that' there were a great many Americans in' .
the mines; that mules were worth from $100 to $300,
etc. They.showed us a quantity of gold -dust, and said
. it was very abundant out in the diggings. . Since leaving'
home we. had seen or heard. nothing from our place of
destination, - and we had almost forgotten the principal
object of our journey.. We had thought that -we were on
the safe side of the jornada, but learned that we had yet
a "long drive" before we reached Cariso creek. 81 After
a long search we found some 'beans about two miles from
camp, . where we took our stock to- feed. The day' has
been very hot and the mezquite affords but poor shade.
Distance -(since, last noted), 75 miles; 1950 miles out from
Fort Smith.
-'
Wednesday, Aug. 15.-Left our place of encampment
at dark last evening and drove along at a very rapid pace..
Met great numbers of returning Senorians. 'Crossed a
stream about ten yards wide-New River, (of which we
were not aware at the time), and so deep that it swam
some of our smaller' mules.' Some' persons encamped on
the bank said it was a running stream of fresh water, and
that we had better stop. Having traveled only 4 or 5 miles,
andQur canteens being yet full,we concluded to go ·on.
About 10 o'clock we crossed a lagoon of salt water.' The
darkness prevented 'us seeing, but we knew that the Salt
Lake must be but a short distance on our right. Yes~
terday' we were much deceived by "mir~ge;" that is, a
large lake of water· surrounded by trees and shrubbery,
constantly appeared before us, receding as fast' as we
neared it. Our animals being greatly fatigued, we were.
obliged to stop at 2 o'clock a. m. and tie up to some bushes.
I was very' glad of it, fOr I had suffered all night from
drowsiness, and a more disagreeable feeling can not be
experienced. . We lay down. with empty stomachs. Our
entire stock of provisions is now reduced to. about 3 day's
rations, and we have already felt the gnawings of hunger.
.I was too much fatigued and sore 'to sleep, during the two
hours that we lay down. When the moon rose, about 4
o'clock in the morning, we packed up and started in a
N. Woo direction. About 9 o'clock a. m. we entered the
. mountains. ,Armstrong / abandoned his riding horse this
morning, and more of our stock show strong symptoms
Our, canteens are empty and we are.
of "giving out."
obliged to push for' water. After a hard struggle we
81. The distance from the last "well" to Cariso Creek seems to have been "about
thirty miles.". Ibid.• 284.
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reached Cariso" creek, but found rio water. The sight of'
the dry bed' of 'a stre:am would not allay' OJ1r thirst, and
we made all haste up it until :we reached the head, where
a small rivUlet is formed .by the w~ter oozing. out of the
grouild in several places, flowing a shott distance, and.
then disappearing in the sand. In. our eagerness to reach'
water, it was the best man, ,or rather, the best animal
foremost. ,We were scattered all along the way; and the
last Of the company did not get' up for two hours after
the first. We reached this point at 11 a. m. The water, '
though clear as chrystal, has a peculiar and unpleasant
taste. We ate a piece,' but we could find nothing for our,
animals to feed 'upon. There are a large number of·
Senorians encamped here, resting their stock, 'before they
undertake, crossing the desert. They have sever'al hundred head of fine horses, which they have no doubt stolen
on the way; for it would seem poor policy to purchase'
animals in California to carry to Sonora, where' they are
said to be very cheap.' They gave us, glowing, accounts
of the gold diggings, and had large quantities of the dust
in their possession. 82 This appears to be a general encatnp'ing place, but the stench arising from the number of dead
animals strewed about is almost sickening. Packed up and
82. Very possibly theSe were some of the Sonorans who were heading for California whe;' JohnC. ,Fremo;'t, came this way. about six months hefore the Lewisburg
party. It was from them th;,t Fremont first learned that gold had been discovered
in California. All, Sonora was alive with excitement. ".These Sonora Mexican's.were.
on their way to, the diggings. ,Fremont acted with characteristic impetuosity. Mari, posa might be the best properly after all. He leaped to' the' concl)lsion that' gold
'would be found on his new lands, and promptly, engaged twenty-eight Mexicans to
wo~k for him., He was to grubstake them, and they were to' contribute their muscle
and skill, and the gold was to be equally' divided."
After he reached' California,
Fremont established his home in Monterey, from where his 'holdings lay across, the
San Juaquin' valley in the foothills to the east. "The Sonora mi;}ers had' been sent
to Mariposa witho;'t delay a~d were busy prospecting and extracting the gold from
the river gr:avel . ;. As s';"n as the news spread that' Fremont's Sonoran helpers '
were washing out gold literally by the bucketful, a rush of other prospectors took
place to 'the region... Shortly, two or three, thousand were on the' ground , ., But
.' the Sonorans, as the first comers, had an advantage over others. They ,washed out
the gold in such quantities that it .was sent doW!1to Fremont'~ home in Monterey,
so Jessie. tells us, in hundred-pound imckskiil' sackB~ worth not 'far from $25,000
each' . . . Unfortuna~ly, the Sonorans did not get on' well 'with the American new~
comers. They left near Christmas for home; and as Fremont was too' busy with
politics at the moment to go to Monterey to divide the gold, he sent the miners the
keys to, his storeroom 'there. They made the division 'themselves, ,and took nota
single OUl:lCemOre than was their just share."
Allan Nevins, Fremont, the West's
Greatest Adventurer, ii, 422: 432, ,434, 436-37, Such confidence manifested by, each
in the integrity of the' other was certainly remarkable and, noteworthy. As we
shall see later, the Sonorans employed by Fremont were still working, at the Ma;iposa
diggings when' the Lewisburg party' arrived there.
'
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left Cariso creek at 3 .o'clock p. m. Traveled up a narrow
, valley in a N. W. direction. The mountains on either side
have a barren aspect, and the only vegetation in the valley is the mezcal plant and a few stunted, prickly bushes.
Seeing some .palmetto trees on our right, we judged we
should find water there, and we were not disappointed.
There are several springs, but the water was very bad,
beside being polluted by the dead horses and mules that
lay in and about them. We were obliged to encamp for '
the night, and left our animals to browse upon the few
bunches of bear' grass that grew around. Satisfied that
we are now across the much dreaded desert, we lay down
early and enjoyed the most comfortable night~s rest we
have had in a long time. We also experienced a decided
. change in the atmospher:e. Distance,' 48 miles-1998.
. Thursday, Aug. H~.-We felt the shock of an earthquake during the night, so sensibly that we were all awakened by it. At day-break we packed up and started, our
mules alJ the while crying and nickering from the paI!gs
of hunger. The poor, worn-out creatures are to be pitied,
having had no food for nearly forty-eight hours. Continuing up the valley three leagues we reached a fine green
spot of grass containing a few acres. The earth is spouty
-an abundance of water, but not very good. Here we
unpacked, and our animals set· about satisfying their
appetites with -a great deal of avidity. We did not fare
so well; could find no wood, except a few small green willows-but it mattered little for we had little to cook. After'
the loss of a great deal of time and breath, we succeeded
in boiling a pot of coffee. There are two or three Indian
families living here, who say they belong to the San Felippe
tribe. We saw the ruins of Maj. Graham's camp, part
of whose camp were obliged to go into winter quarters
here, on their way to California in '47.and '48. 83 They had
thrown up adobe and mud huts, some of which are
remaining. His troops suffered a great deal from cold,
want of provisions, etc. At 2 p. m. we. started for San
Felippe, where these Indians told us we could procure
breadstuff, etc., and the distance was 4 leagues. We
83. The officer here mentioned must have been Major Lawrence P. Graham who,
after the signing of th'; treaty (in February 1848). was ordered from Chihuahua to
California with a contingent of the First U. S. Dragoons. The diary kept by Lieu~
Cave Couts seems to be the only account extant of that march. Bancroft, New Me",.
ico and Ariz<>na, 479, tells us that, because of the drupkenness and incompetence of
the commander, the troops suffered considerably. See also Foreman, op. cit., 303, 327.
The camp must have been occupied in the winter of 1848-49 instead of 1847-48 as
Chamberlin has it.'
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ascended and descended several long, narrow valleys and
ravines, 'and crossed two or three mountains. . The sky
had been overcast with clouds during the afternoon, arid
towards evening a slight rain commenced falling, which in
the course of. an hour saturated our cl()t~es, and made us
'feel very uncomfortable. . This is the first rain that has
.fallen upon us since leaving the vicinity of tlie Rio Grande.
.Hill Dixon84 this afternoon aband,oned his fine horse, which
he 'had procured from the .Apache' Indians, the animal
being totally unable to proceed.. 'Night came upon us, but
finding no water or grass we determined to go ahead. We
have already traveled' more than four leagues since leav- .
jng camp, but we had our information from the Indians,
'who ·knew but little allout distance.. ' It was very dark, but
the· trail being distinct, we succeeded in keeping it. About
8 o'clock we sawa·dim fire ahead, and at 9 o'clock reached
it. . This proved to be San Felippe. The first thing we
knew, our mules were into the unfenced corn patches,
helping themselves, and the Indians hallowing and' dogs
barking,. endeavoring to cdrive them out.' Although the
animals 'were very weary we· expected' a "stampede" every
moment. ,The darkness was so intense that we could not
see a single mule, nor each other~· Where_togo we knew
not; but, after· a' great deal of trouble and vexation,
groping ab.out. after our mules, etc." made an .Indian to
. ~ understand that. we wanted him to guide us· to grass and
water, which he did. 'Here we unpacked, and turned our
stock loose at the mercy of the Indians and the weather.
We again lay down with empty stomachs in wet cloth!,!s;
the air cold and still raining. Distance, 21miles-2019.
CHAPTER

xvn

Friday, Aug. 17.--=-Iri the morning' we found all our animals. The grass being good they had grazed around
: camp all night. The village of San F'elippe consists of
a few miserable looking huts, built of reeds.~5 The inhabitants cultivate a little corn, a few melons, etc.; altogether
not 'more than one American, his wife, two children all(~
84. Dixo~.·was 'one of th~ "Loui~iana party" and is 'first .mentioned in this
diary on May 4. supra.. Apparently'he was a b~other of·James H. Dixon of the same
party who on June 21 was' elected to be captain until they .reached .the diggirig,..
(SUpTtL, entries of June 21, July 15.).
. .
.
85. Foreman (oP. cit., 297) says: "At San Felipe all the travelers rejoiced at the
first .sight of gi-een foliage after crossing the all but .interminable desert and they
tarried here to revel in the luxUry of good water and foodl.'·
/
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a pig could subsist upon. They also' live upon mezquite ,
, beans, prickly pears, etc. We had hoped to procure some
provisions, but they had none; we made them every kInd
of offer but in vain. During the day we saw them butcher
a poor mule, which had been left behind by some travelers.
They knocked it down, and then each fellow jumped upon
it and cut out a piece to suit nis taste; without skinning,
dressing or anythjng else. Had it been jerked, or even
decently dressed, we should have come in for a share;
but as it was, we could not "stomach it." A heavy, cool
rain this aftern90n. ,In the evening we purchased a small
quantity of coarse, sandy flour, brought to camp by the
Indians, at $1.00 per quart; also some black, dirty molasses,
, made out of reeds, at 75c per pint. Some of the squaws
visited us, wearing clean and, pretty neatly made calico
dresses, bare headed and bare footed. They are not beautiful by any means. ,We remained here to-day to procure
'provi~ions, but we will have to leave with sacks as empty
as we came. We have not eaten a full, satisfactory meal
since leaving the Pigmo Indian settlement, and have-been
on less than half rations most of the time. A large number of Sonorians passed to-day, on their way home.
, Saturday, Aug. 18.·:'_:A very heavy dew fell last night,
which wet our' blankets. This is the first dew that has
fallen upon us since leaving the borders of the. States.
Here we heard' the' echo from the report of a gun, for the
first time in the same distance.· Started early, without
breakfast, and traveled through a long, narrow valley,
coveted for some distance with a luxuriant growth of grass
and several clumps of cottonwood trees. There is some
pine timber upon the mountains, and grass, giving the
country a fresh and pleasing appearance to eyes so long
accustomed to sterile mountains and barren wastes. The
,atmosphere is cool a~d comfortable. ' This entire change
in nature 'has sensibly affected our spirits, and, they
brighten in proportion~ Passed several Indian huts, at
one of which we procured some peaches, but they were
not ripe. During to-day's journey we saw tHe first California oak, which grows abundantly on the hills and in'
the ravines. We crossed a mountain of several hills and
descended into another larger valley, in which is situated
"Agua Caliente," which we soon reached, and encamped
beneath the shade of a fine oak. This place, more familiarly
known as "Warner's Ranch," consists of a few old adobe
bui.ldings and Indian huts, situated at one end. of a"broad,
beautiful ~alley covered with a fine.'growth of green grass
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and timber. Here we can see the road leading off S. W...
to San Diego, and another west to Pueblo de los Angeles. S6
The inhabitants have some corn, mellons, etc., under culti'vation, and seve~al small vineyards, but the fruit is yet
unripe. Th'ere are both, hot and cold springs here. The
. water of' the former is said to contain valuable medicinal'
properties. The inhabitants' wash their clothes and bathe
in it. 'The latter is excellent water, and the coldest I ever
drank. This is certainly a beautiful and romantic spot.,.
Vegetation is said to continue verdant the year around.'
This is caused by the altitude of the place, being visited
by.heavY dews and occasional showers. This is not .com'mon to any other part of California. Mr. Warner was
driven from his ranch some time ago by the inhabitants,
apd has not yet regained possession. There is an American
here' living-with the. Indians, from whom we purchased
.soinecoarse flour at $2 per alamo, or about $12 per bushe1. 87 .
The population is a crossed race of Indians, Californians
, and Mexicans. They speak the Spanish language,. imitate
the Mexicans in dress, and are very much addicted to
gambling, which see~ ts> be their only employment at
present. This is. a general stopping place for· travelers,
and there, is .now a large' company of Sonorians engaged"
in jerking beef to last them home. There ar~ no 'cattle,
no meat of any kind, to be had at this place. This evening .
the Indians held their annual feast in honor of their god,
whom they, personify by, worshipping the eagle;' They
, kept up a hideous noise, singing, dancing, bellowing,howling, grunting, dog barking, guns firing,' all night. Some
of us slept but little. Distance, 18 miles; 2036 miles from
Fort Smith.
. ' ,
Sunday, Aug. 19.-If we could have procured a supply'
.of provisions we would have remained here several days
to rest and recruit. Having the promise, Of some flour,
we waited until noon for it, but being disappointed we
packed up and started. at the same time loath to leave the
place.. Traveled in a western ,course, on the Los Angeles
road, iradually ascending for some miles,' over a, good
.mountain road, and then descending until we. found grass'
and water and a suitable place for encampin~.· Met sev,
86. It is interesting to find Los Angeles still being called a "P~eblo" ,as late as,
1849. It had been founded. in 1781 as a' civilian town with the impressive name, "EI
Pueblo de Nuestra Senora la Reina de los Angeles:'
87. Ch"mberlin's ear did not catch the Spanish word. correctly. Instead' of
dlamo (cottonwood) doubtless the word used. was almud,-a dry measure equiv81ent
to less than a peck.
.,

.
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eral squads of returning Mexicans, all of whom confirmed
the· report as to th~ abundance of gold, having proof in
their possession. Distance, 10 miles-2047.
Monday, Aug. 20.-Had some difficulty in finding part
of our mules this· morning, they having gone some dis"'
tance on the back _track during the night. Our road
throu·gh the mountains is good; a few wagons have pl;lssed
over it. The hills are covered with underbrush, the ravines
are well timbered and the small valleys have good grass.
-Towards evening we reached a fine, open valley and encamped near a California ranch, in a peach orchard. The
fruit unripe. Had fine water, good grass and but little
wood. Distance, 22 miles-2069.
Tuesday, Aug. 21.-Purchased a few alamos [almudes]
of flour of the Indians by the way. Passed a cattle ranch,
but could not buy a beef from the indolent creatures who
.had them in charge.. A fine descending toad through sev..;
eral small valleys, but finding no grass, (being now in
the stock range), we did not stop until we unpacked for
the night, on the margin of a beautiful lake some 12 miles
in circumference, covered with wild fowls, and a vast herd
of fine cattle grazing on, the shore. We stopped early arid·
being very hungry, (having 'eaten no meat fOr a great
'while), we looked with longing eyes upon the fat yearlings
running about within rifle shot. Some of us went to the
ranch to purchase, but found' it deserted. Returned to
camp, decided to kill a beef, and soon put the matter into
execution.· Ten minutes after the knife passed its throat
we had fresh meat cooking in the pans, on spits, on the
coals, and every other way we could cook it. Panful .after
panful was fried; piece after piece roasted, until we had
completely gorged ourselves, actually not knowing when
to be satisfied... It was a "glorious" supper. Long after
-dark found us around the fire, with spit in hand, roasting
"the last piece" again and again, before lying down for
the night. By this time nearly half the yearling had disappeared-a pretty good lunch for eleven weak bodied men.
This will scarcely be believed by persons that have never
experienced our "fix." While in the midst of our bounteous
repast the man in charge of the ranch, with several peons,
came dashing up to the camp on horseback, attracted by
the buzzards 'flying around the blood and offals of the
slaughtered animal. We expected "goS," [sic] but after
explaining to him the necessity of the case, he was very
well satisfied, and charged us but $4, which we considered
moderate. We "turned in" with satisfied appetites, for the
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first time in a long while, but found that we did not rest·
much better. than when' upon an allowance of weak diet.
Distance, 25 miles-2094. '
, Wednesday, Aug. 22.~~acked the balance of our beef"
along. Noonedat a Cal,ifornia ranch, where we obtained
green corn, melons, etc. The general appearance' of the
country as usual. Fou'nd a small patch of grass ,and a
running stream, _where we encamped. Distance, 15 miles,2109. ,
,
Thursday, Aug. 23.-St~rted at daylight and traveled
over a rolling country for several miles, when we crossed:
a ,beautiful valley, down ~he centre of which flows a small
river of pure, 'cold water. Thousands of fine cattle were
feeding upon the flat. We stopped to noon at '8 o'clock,
after crossing the r·iver. There is a ranch on the bank,
but we could buy no provisions there; they told us that
we could get all we wanted at the American ranch,a few
leagues ahead. We had been directed to "los rancho'
Americano"'several times before.' At 1 o'cJock we repackedand at 3 encamped at Mr. Williams' ranch. 88 This gentlemen was formerly'from Wilkesbarre, Luzerne, county, Pa, .
From what I could !earn he left Pennsylvania· agout the
year of H~20;,and came out to the Rpcky mountains, where
he followed hunting and trapping for a number of years.
A few years ago he settled upon his present location, which,
is said to be the finest, ranch in California; that he was
then worth nothing but the clothes upon .his body, but
now owns eleven square leagUes of land, 35,000 head Of
cattle; 1500 horses and mules, and a great many sheep.
There is a flat of very rich lana several miles in extent,
" well watered, which -he proposes laying out into a town
and farms, to be settled by Americans. Mr. Williams is
apparently very much of a gentleman, freely selling what
his ranch affords to emigrants at mode:rate prices, and
giving gratuitously to ,those in 'needy circumstances. It is '
said that during the war he furnished the American army
and navy with horses and cattle, for which he holds a'
.bill against the United States gove,rnment, to the amount
of $250,000; also that Col. Fremont made, an offer of
$200,000 for the ranch. Whether it was accepted, or why
1

88. This was probably Isaac Williams. H. H. Bancroft does not mention him.
but John W. Caughey,- California, 238. in 'his chapter on' "Mou;'tain Men;" tells us:
"No pretense has been made of calling the entire roll of the mountain ,men who penetrated to California . . ; The fur trapping of many •.. is 80 overshadowed by their
later activities that they
seldom thought of as trappers. J. J. Warner and Isaac
Williams, for example, -are be~ter known as California "z:an:chers."

are
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the sale was not /made, I have' never understood. Nearly
all the emigrants by the southern route pass this ranch,
and_more or less have dealings with Mr. Williams. Contrary opinions have been formed as regards his' character,
generosity, etc.; some say that he has kept a strict account
of all that he has given the needy. emigrants, with the
intention of presenting it to the U. S. government, etc.,
etc. Mr. Lane from Paris, Mexico, arrived here in advance"
of us, on his way to the mines. 89 He started from home
with nine wagons and upwards of. fifty mules. He was
'obliged to abandon all but one wagon 'and a barouche, which
he sold to Mr. Williams, and has buffifteen mules left. He'
is an American who has resided in Mexico for a number
of years, and a very clever' man, but I fear he has lost,
more on the way ·than he will make in California. Here
I .saw a new, method' of "doctoring" sore backed mules,
animals for which Mr. Williams had exchanged with.'
travelers, being almost ruined by the chafing of pack
saddles. The "caballada" was driven iIito the corral and .
the patients, one after another, lassoed, thrown down and
firmly tied. Several young Indians then went to work,
gouging the dirt and corruption out of the sores with their
, fingers, then they fill up the cavity with fresh slacked
lime, and let the animals run; and in a short time, it is
said, the sore will be healed up. It is a most cruel operation.· I saw as much as a quart of maggots clawed out
of a single sore.' The hills in this vicinity are covered
with th~ burrs of the wild clover, the stock of which has
disappeared. Poor stock 'will fatten upon these burrs in
two months. There is also an abundance of wild oats on
the hills, which is excellent feed. The almost incredible'
number of cattle that range these hills and valleys, their
-size and, condition, prove that this portion of Califorriia
at least, is one of the finest grazing countries in the world.
The horses are not· so' large as American. They are never
accustomed to any other feed than the range, which accounts, in part, for their ability to perform long and fast
journeys. An American horse does not "come out" or show
well until broken or trained. The Californian is the reverse; when tamed his spirit is broken ,and his beauty
gone. , The Californians are cruel horsemen. The 'high
_ mountains on the north of the valley, and the south end
of the Sierra Nevada range, have a white appearance,
which is said to be natural lime of good quality. The cli-,
89.

No other mentiop. of this Lane has been found.
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mate here is delightful, the day being warmest from 7
until '10 o'clock in the morning,l after which the' ocean
breeze cools the atmosphere, making the remainder of -the
day' pleasant. Distance, 20 miles-2129.
Friday, Aug. 24.-We continued our course this morning; and stopped near Mr. Reed's ranch. Hill Dixon and
myself visited him. Mr. Reea came out'from the state of
Missouri iIi the year 1844.90 He now owns a well stocked
ranch, a large vineyard, and has a comfortable house' to
live in. He is a young man, has a California wife, and
during the war her brother tried hard to tak~ his [Reed's]
life. He gave, us a great deal of information in regard
to the country and the mines, whither he had lately, been.
We sat down (had almost forgotten ,how) to dinner with.
him, gotten up in regular California style-tortillas,
frijoles, and a sort' of hash made of jerked beef, onions,
I1ed peppers, etc. We cleared the table, although abundantly
spread, and thanked our host, for he would receive no pay.
We returned to, camp, pack up, went, about two, miles on
the back track and encamped' on a small stream, near a
rude Mexican mill and several California and Indian'
ranches. We turned our animals into a large wheat field;
off which the grain had been very imperfectly gathered.
This was the object of ,our return, and they appear to fare
so well that we have determined to remain several days,
for the purpose, of recruiting them and ourselves. Here
we can procure beef, flour, bread, tomatoes, onions, melons,
etc.; but at pretty extravagant prices, excepting beef..
'Distance, 12 miles-2141: '
',.
Saturday, Aug. 25.-This morning we purchased a
beef, ,butchered, and busied ourselves, in curing it. 'We
are once more in a land of plenty, comparatively, which
makes us feel right comfortable. Washing, our clothes and
visiting the neighboring ranches to buy vegetables; learn
,Spanish, etc. ,This afternoon an eclipse of the sun took
place. Having no almanac, it came, upon us, rather unexpectedly. Lots of melons and tomatoes in camp to-day.
We e~joy the feast, expecting a famine to follow:

90. Not identified, unless possibly it was "Hugo Reid" who, in 1852, wrote contributions to the Los Angeles Star whieh later (1926) were reprinted with the title
"The Indians of Lo; Angeles County. (Caughey, op. eit., 611.) Wm. H. Ellison (ed.). '
The life and adventures of George Nidever (1802-88), 116, teils us that in 1846 'William'
Workman "and Hugo Perfeeto Reid p'urchased' for debt the mission of San Gabriel."

-
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Sunday, Aug. 23-This day forms almost a' blank in
my memorandum of events. We enjoy it as a day of perfect
rest, for which it was designed, but by us so long misused,
through necessity or indifference. We have nothing to care
for but our .stock, which are doing finely upon the wheat.
,The. valley is covered with a thick growth of black mustard,
now ripe, and of good quality.
Monday, Aug. 27.-During the night we were annoyed
by several skunks prowling through and about our 'camp,
'over' our beds, etc., no doubt attracted by the fresh meat.
They' were unwelcome visitors, but we were obliged to
show thein all due courtesy-"lay low and keep cool," was
the word, "or you will smell thunder, if you don't hear it.",
To-day the Virginia and Texas mess overhauled us. Dr.
Winston and Capt. Fitzhugh have gone to San Diego, thence
to San Francisco by water; Capt. Dixon, Green and Howard
on a visit to Mr. Reed's and Rohland's.91 Day warmer
than usual, but· pleasant compared with what we have
already passed through. Schaffie sold his gun to a Sonorian
for three ounces of gold dust. The mill here is a curiosity.
The stones are about two feet in diameter, and fed by a
raw-hide hopper, ,which "chops" the grain at the rate of
two bushels in twenty-four hours. The water works consist of a rough wheel, the power of which operates directly
upon the stones, without extra gearing. It is attended by
a woman, and two more are engaged in washing the grain
and spreading it out on blankets to dry.
Tuesday, Aug. 28.-To-day was spent in perfect idle, ness, ~ounging about camp, sleeping, etc., and as the mind
generally sympathizes with the body, I have nothing to . ,
n~a.

_

'

Wednesday, Aug.. 29.-Packed ~p and started this
morning. Our mules show the effect of good feeding, being
very much improved in spirit, if not in body. Stoppedat
91. Without doubt, this was John Rowland who. with William Workman, had
headed a party of American migrants from New Mexico to California ill 1841; they
thought it prudent to "move on" because of the state of alarm aroused by the
expected invasions from Texas. Caughey, op. cit., 254, tells us: "They left Abiquiu in
September, followed the usual trade route, the Old Spanish Trail, across the Colorado,
through southern Uteh and Nevada, and over the Mojave Desert and Caj6n Pass to
Los Angeles, where they arrived some two months later. The party drove along, a
flock of sheep for food and traveled much of the distance in company with the annUal
band of traders from New Mexico," Next year (1842)' Rowland "went back to New
Mexico to fetch his family," Emson, op. cit., 116, stetes' that "Workman and Rowland secured the La Puente rancho, the title to which was confirmed by the Mexican
authorities in 1845."
'
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MIj. Rohland's and purchased flour (sifted) at $8.00 per
100 pounds. Mr. Rohland was formerly from Harmany; in '
the neighborhood of;Pittsburg, Pa. He is of German descent
, and would be known amongst a thousand as ,"one. of the
, ,'Pennsylvania Dutch." He has been, in the country a number of y~ars, intermar-ried with ~paniards, and now enjoys
peace and plenty. He owns a large ranch, well stocked,
good buildings, a mill, and a beautiful garden and vineyard. '
We had the privilege of helping ourselves' to the delicious
fruit, which is certainly of the' finest quality I have ever
,seen. There was an emigrant here,depending upon the
charity of Mr. Rohland, who was so reduced by the "chill
fever" that he could scarcely walk, and had' no .medicine
to check it. 1 gave him some quinine,with directions to
take it, for which he was very grateful. The' country- is
of. a rolling nature'; pretty 'well watered. , We crossed sev-,
eral streams, past two or three ranches, and reached PUElBlo
de los Angeles about 2 o'clock p. m., We inquired for accoffi.:- '
modations for "man and beast," but they could not furnish
,the foimer. We concluded it best .to go together, and ac'cordiIigly encamped outside of town, on the bank of ,a
stream of pure, cold .water. Distance,20 miles-216i.
"
Thursday, Aug. 30.-Concluded to remain here to-day,
for the purpose of supply~ng ourselves with provisions ,for
the remainder, of the journey. A heavy dew. ,fell during
the night, and this ,morning we are enveloped in a dense
fog. There are a number Of American emigrants encamped
here. Los Angeles is handsomely situated in. the midst
of a fertile, well watered country, surrounded on' all sides
by hills. There' is no timber in the immediate neigpbor-,
hood, ,except the small willows that grow upon the ,bank'
of the stream" on the south side of town, which is about
25 miles distant from the ocean. The buildings, with one
or ,two exceptions, are one story adobes; many of them
.beingplastered and white-washed, give the place a tolerably
genteel' appearance. Before the gold mines were discovered this was the largest town in California. 92 , Nine-tenths
of the inhabitants are Spaniards, but a number of Americans are about' settling in the place. Several American
merchants that have been established here for some years,
have realized handsome fortun~s. Money is very abundant,
and I- saw a great deal of gold dust exchanged for'merchandise. We purchased Chili flour at $12 per hundred pounds,
equal, or if any, difference, 'superior to :\merican; coffee;
, ,92. The population bad grown from c.1,OOO in 1830 to c.1.800 in 1840; in 1850
It had dropped to l,Gio.
.
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25c per pound; sugar, 37 1hc; tobacco, $2, and saleratus $8
per pound; tin cups, $1.50 apiece ; frying pans; $5, etc. Saw
sewing silk sold for its weight in gold'. ' Liquor sold for
two bits a'drink; salt, $1 per pound'; common knives and
forks, $10 per dozen, etc. Doubloons circulate more freely
than sixpences do in Pennsylvania. There are several pure
Castilian families in the. place, who are of a fairer cast
, than Americans. The soil is very productive in the vicinity.. _
Wheat produces from 40 to 75 bushels to the acre. It is .
sown in January and ripens before the drought can injure
it. The' hills are covered with wild oats, and the valleys
with clover, mustard, etc. About the fi,rst of December, or
after the first rain falls, vegetation starts, and the country
assumes/a universal coat of verdure, which lasts until July
of next year. All kinds of fruit and vegetables .flourish;:
apples, peal1S, peaches, oranges, figs, apricots, grapes.
melons, etc., etc., are abundant in season. '
Friday, Aug; 31.-Started this morning; passed over
a rolling country for some distance; our course due north.
Enjoyed the cool sea breeze, which increased almost to a
gale. We are within. a few miles of the ocean. Crossed
a mountain and again turned our faces northward, up a
large valley, in which a countless number' of cattle' were
grazing, apparently without an ownel'-not a house or man
in sight. Saw some timber, live-oak" sycamore, walnut,
etc. Encamped in a vineyard and turned our mules into awheat ·field, near an Indian ranch, with the permission of
the owner. If we were not "in clover," wheat for our animals and grapes for ourselves were equally as' good. We
paid the Indians fori the fruit we used, of course. Had a
,fine grape pie for supper. Distance, 20 miles-:-2181.
Saturday;- Sept. I.-While at Los Angeles, I weighed
157 pounds, a gain of 7 pounds since leaving home. Maj.
Green weighted 160 pounds, a loss of 58 pounds in the same
time. So much for "high living." We were advised by
,some Americans at Los Angeles, to take but 12 or·15 days'
provisions, cross the mountains into the valley of the San
Joaquin, and proceed directly to the nearest mines, ,as a
much shorter route, and the Maraposa being reported, the
best diggings in the country.93 This morning we found
that we were upon the coast road, which is not our route.
A Spaniard gave us direction, which we followed. The
trail led over a level plain, covered with a dense growth of
clover, and we soon reached the mission of Sari Fernando.
98., See note 82, supra.

',.
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This place is almost deserted. A few Indians inhabit the'
dilapidated buildings, which were built by the. Catholic
church for their use and comfort. These California missions were once in. a flourishing condition. Thousands of .
. wild Indians were gathered around them, instructed in the
"Holy faith" and taught to cultivate the earth. Each mission had its vineyards and fruit garden~ a large tract of
land under cultivation, and countless numbers of cattle,
hor~es, sheep, etc.
Good order, .peace· and plenty once
reigned over these beautiful spots..'The "Padre" had entire
control of the concern arid was reverenced as "prime ruler"
. by his devo.ted subjects. But all things have changed. The
priests have left, nunn'eries are deserted, the Indians are
scattered, and many of them have 'fled to their wild haunts
in the mountains, and the buildings are fast going to' ruin.
By what I can learn, these changes have. been brought
about by revolutions in the country" altering the government of the missions, restricting the power of the Padres,
etc., and finally,' the 'country falling into the hands of
- the Americans, and the discovery of the gold mines, have
made. complete wreck of: these once popu~ar institutions.
Although I am far from. being a believer in the reign of
the Roman Catholics, or rather their doctrines, 1 can not
. look upon those missions,' and hear the story of their rise
and progress and. downfall, without feelings of regret,'that
they have not been sustained. The principal building in
the mission of San Fernando, containing the church, convent,. Padre's rooms, &c., is a noble edifice, although the
architecture is very'rude. It is two stories high, built of
adobes, plastered 'and white-washed. The roof is .covered
with fluted tile. The windows are crossed with iron bars,
Its arches, pillars, belfry, statues, fountains, paintings, &c.,
give· it an imposing appearance, .and it must beacknowl- .
edged a well constructed edifice, for this country, where
building material is so scarce. There are several Spaniards
in charge of the building, yards, cornfield, &c. We purchased some pears and meloris. There were a number of
Indians keeping watch over the cornfield, each one perched
upon a small scafford, above the tops of the corn. Shortly
after leaving the mission we entered the mountains, fol.,
lowing a small trail up the ravine, to the head, where an
apparently impassable mountain seemed to obstruct our'
further progress. There was no alternative, we must either
scale it or take the back track. It was not more than 5M
yards high, but very steep, and the trail scarcely visible.
Mter one of the hardest
struggles
I have witnessed on the
.
.'
~
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route, our mules reached the summit with their loads. The
descent was almost as difficult. Shortly afterwards' we
encamped in a ravine, beneath the shade of some large
sycamore trees; good grass, but little water. Saw a
"grizzly" upon the mountains, ,but he was not within rifle
shot and we could not get at him. Distance, 20 miles-2201.
Sunday, Sept. 2.-Very cold last night. We now feel
the need of the blankets we were obliged to throwaway;
we have but one. apiece left. Shortly after starting we
. entered a small valley. A great many cattle in it, and we
were led astray by their numerous trails. This detained
us an hour or two, but finding the cassa, (Spanish name
for house or home), we were righted on our course. Here
we entered the mountain again, and crossed a ' very high
range,: so steep that we' had almost "to 'lay down upon
our backs to seethe top of it." The trail was beset by rocks,
stones and bushes, and our travel this afternoon has been
a continual ascent and descent. "Old Sol" poured down his
rays upon us without mercy. Altogether -it reminds me
of the days of toil and fatigue we experienced upon the Rio
Gila. We did not reach water' until dark, which we found
in the bed of a deep, dark chasm in the mountains. Here
we. encamped and turned our mules loose to browse amongst
the rocks. Saw another "grizzly" to-day and several deer.
Distance, 20 miles-2221.
Monday, Sept.. 3.-Continued amongst the mountains
in a N. E. course and had a hard day's travel of it. The
trail is so indistinct in places that we could scarcely follow
it. The fact-is, few but Indians have ever passed over this
road, and it is utterly impossible for wagons to travel it.
Saw a small valley on our right hand, at the distance. of
a mile, the entire surface. of which was as white as snow.
We suppose it to be a deposit of salt, likely the dry bed
'of -a salt lake; Met with a number of bear and .deer to-day,
but they were all at a distance from us, and we could not ,
lose time to run after them. We encamped in a beauti'ful,
oak grove. on the edge of a small valley, well grassed. A
spring of good water near camp. One of the company
shot a large catamount a few rods from camp. Distance,.,'
20 miles-2241.
Tuesday, Sept. 4.-Hill Dixon and myself start in advance of the company this morning, for the purpose of'
killing game. We saw nothing but three deer very high
up in the mountain. The valley in which we encamped
'gradually narrowed into a ravine, down which ran a stream'
of clear, cold water. After descending this ravine for
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several miles we emerged upon the broad valley' of the Rio
San Joaquin, at· the extreme~outh end. ,Here a solitary
Indian family. lives., They cultivate a few vegetables. It
would be ,difficult .to. describe the desolate, barren appear~
ance of the plains before us. We could djscern' the mountain,S that bounded.the valley on the west. Not a tree, shrub,
spear of grass, or drop of water 'was visible., .If ever vegetationexisted here, it has e~tir~ly disappeared. . The day.
was,exceedingly' hot, atmosphere 'hazY,and .in' the. distance
the air and horizon appeared to blend into one. We were
,'alrilOst afraid to "launch out" upon. this wide waste. It
seemed to us more forbidding than thEL desert of the Colo\rado; We' had been, instructed. to keep down the valley
on the west side of. the Tule lakes, which we followed, but
· since have abundant,cause to regret. The trail leads down
the east· side, and is theroute usually traveled. We started
in a N. W. direction, traveling over a level plain for about"
10 miles, when we reached the head of the first lake; after
stoppi~g once on th~ way to rest. Saw a few antelopes,
but could not get. within shooting· distance of them. . Here
we, found several sickly Indian families encamped,:living·
upon fish. and muscles. ,The border· of the lake is thickly
· beset with tille (bullrushes); making it difficult. to get to
water. It is literally covered with wild fowl. There is '
a small Indian trail down the westside of· the .lakes,. out
there .are so many rmade by wild' animals that we find it
impossible tokeep the right one.. 'These Indians are anxious
to have us go across the slue and· travel on. the east side.
We could not understand the reason,. and did not heed
their warning and advice. We trav.eled until dark, finding no water or grass, and not being able to get to water, .we
stopped for the night and ,turned our mules 10Qseto'
browse upon the' tule,for there was neither grass nor
· bushes. But they were immediately attacked by. myriads
· of mosquitoes, whi~h did not make their appearance until
sundown..' To prevent their running away we were obliged
·to stand .imd hold them.·. We procured a'little water to
drink by cutting our way through .tule and mosquitoes..
No wood to cook, ,and have eaten nothing since early morning. We are agaiil out of meat. We lay down, ,but to sleep
·was- out' of the question. The mo~quitoes atta~k~d us in
perfect swarrnS, appar-ently intent upon having our, very
"life's blood.~' .As much' as ourselves and a.nimals needed
sleep. and rest, we though it best to pack up arid travel,
which 'we' did ~t 8 o'clock' p. m.' Being' very dark, we did
,not pretenq to follow the trail. The mules were hard. to: , .,

.
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drive, being very hungry, and still annoyed by ·mosquitoes.
At 1 o'clock a. m. it became pretty. cool, the mosquitoes
left us, and we lay down to rest. Distance, 38 -miles~2279.'
CHAPTER. XIX
Wednesday, Sept. 5.-We had two or three hours comfortable.· sleep; but the' poor mules, having nothing -to eat,
were noisy and restless. At daylight we packed up and
traveled two miles, when we fourid.a little salt grass and
an opening to the water. Here we unpacked. We gathered
up some dry weeds and managed to cook some bread and
coffee.. This is the first we have eaten for 30 hours. Left
this point at ~ o'clock p. m., following a well beaten trail,
which led us in a N. W. direction, leaving the lake in the
N. E., and a mountain between us and the lake. After
tr~veling about 15 miles we became satisfied that we were
upon a wild horse trail, and b~aring too much towards the
mountains .to the west. The range between us and the
·water still continued, and increased in size. Persons who
. have not witnessed it can scarcely form an idea of the.
sterile appearance o~ the country we passed over to-day.
We have not seen a tree or living shrub since entering the
. valley. We are ata loss for a time what course to pursue.
. Our animals were beginning to .fail; -w.e had no water in
our canteens, and knew that we could not again reach the
lake before night. . At l~st we concluded that our only
·course was to strike N. E. across the mountains, and reach
water as soon as possible. Having no trail; we found
traveling very difficult. The earth is dried up to a perfect
dust, and every few steps the mules sink to the knees, in
places where gophers, coatis (coyotes), and other animals'
have burrowed beneath the surface. When we reached the
dividing ridge we were lucky in making the head of a
ravine, down which we traveled in a winding course. We·
knew we were going towards the water from the numerous
small 'wild animal trails. that led in the same direction..
· Night came upon us, we lay down in the. ravine without
water," food or grass. Distance, 25 miles-2304.
Thursday, Sept. 6.-Reached the lake at .eight O'clock
this morning; unpacked, watered and. grazed our animals
and ate a piece. The atmosphere so hazy that we can see
but a mile or two. We have concluded that the mountain
which we went so. far out. of our course to avoid, is the
dividing point
between
.
.
... the first and second lake. .Col. Fre-

./ .
-
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mont and other travelers who have never seen them represent the Tule as one continued lake, about 70 miles in
length. Instead of this, it' consists of three, 5n the form
of a crescent. Col. F. also said that this part of the valley,
lying west of the lake and San Joaquin river, is ah alm.ost
perfect desert, which thus far has proven true. We again
started at 1 o'clock p. m., our course N. along the, shore.
The earth is very soft, resembling dry ashes or quicklime, ,
into which the mules sink almost to their knees at every.
step. - E~camped at dark and turned our mules into the
tule, which their hunger forced them to eat with avidity;
but they were soon attacked by millions of mosquitoes, and
it was with. difficulty we prevented their stampeding.. Never
did poor mortals suffer more than we' fr:om the attacks of
those insects~fight the mosquitoes, and hold our animals
by the-head, was all we could do, having nothing we could
tie lhem to. Not one of us slept a wink, during the night.
Distance, 20 miles-2324. '
.
,
Friday, Sept. 7.-Finding it impossible "+or .either
man or beast to ,rest, we packed up and started long before
daylight. Drove several hours, when. we came to the end
-of the lake, and were obliged to strike N.· E. to a slue for'
water. Here we pooned and returned to the trail, upon which
we continued in a N. W. direction until night, and again
turned N. E.,several miles for water, over a flat cut up by .
slues. Not finding any, we encamped without water. We f
· had been instructed to cross Lake Fork, a: river pulling
in at the south end of the lakes. " After deliberating upon·
the subject, we concluded that we were'past all 'the lakes
an<;l that it would be necessary to return to the ,foot of'
the lake to cross the fork. Distance, 20 miles-2344.
Saturday, Sept. 8.-Annoyed during the night by a
band of wild, horses running around· camp, trying to entice
our mules off. .We have already seen a lot of them.· They
are certainly the wildest. animals I ever saw. Returned
to our trail' about 22, miles, ,which proved a very unwise
· move, being unable to cross a slue. Here we nooned.· Again·
· moved up over our' oid trail and encamped where we nooned
Yesterday, losing a day and a half, and hard marching at
,that. pistance, 20 miles-2364.
..
Sunday, Sept. 9.-Still thinking that we had passed
all the lakes ahd that the rise in them had filled this slue '
with water, we, determined to continue along until we
should head it, and then strike a due north course to the
San Joaquin river. We soon rounded the slue, and thinking
difficulties and perplexiti~s at an, end~ we bore north ove:r;
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a perfectly barren plain for about 10 miles. Saw several
large herds of antelope. We were deceived by the singular
phenomena-mirage. We thought we plainly saw the course
of the much desired river,'even the trees on the banks. Our
surprise and disappointment cannot be imagined, wlien,
ascending a gentle rise another Tule lake lay before us,
directly across our course, extending east and west as far
as the vision can reach. Here was an end to our brightened
prospects; for we had already imagined ourselves encamped
on the bank of the river, with plenty of wood, good water,
fresh fish, and but two or three days' journey from our
destination. Our situation is enough to alarm us. Many
of our animals are apparently upon their "last legs." We
have not full two days' rations or provisions left. Some
days ago we began to fear that we would not reach the
nlines in the expected time, and confined ourselves' to half
rations, which we again reduced to quarter rations, and
upon this fare we subsisted for several days-:-nothing but
bread and coffee at that. This amount. of food will not
sustain .us, and do our necessary work. The jaded condition of ,our mules obliges us to walk a great portion of
the time. For the same reason' we packed but 12 days'
provisions from Los Angeles, which we were told would
be an abundance; and no meat expecting to kill game. But
this is a poor dependence. We cannot hunt without s{opping, and this would be a loss of time, ,and but few of us
have guns left. Starvation or mule flesh stares us in the
face, but we will no doubt prefer the latter. To kill and
eat one, of our faithful animals, that has brought us thus
far, seems rather revolting, but we look upon it as a thing
certain, and have already selected the first victim. This
lake like the former- one, is bordered with tule, and is
'literally covered with wild fowl of every. variety, amongst
others the pelican, swan, goose, brunt, ducks, herons, curlews, plovers, snipe, etc. They are so abundant that there
is an immense deposit of guano along the shore in lawwater.
The water we have to use i,s the essence of this deposit, and
is really disgusting, although we had become accustomed
to bad water.' I had the good fortune to'sh'oot a pelican,
'which we sat about devouring upon the spot. , We skiimed
the bird, cut it in pieces, made a fire of dry tule, and each
person taking a portion, roasted it to suit himself. We
wallowed it about in the smoke and dirt, the Tusliesnot
making heat enough to cook it. Alas! after all our trouBle
the "bird" was too strong for our weak stomachs ;' however;
it fully. sufficed for dinner~without eating it. Those who
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happened to swallow a bite wer~ sickened. I never wish
to dine on pelican again~ The name of the. infernal bag-throttled' creature is enough, for me. We decided to travel
. west along the la,}re. Wild fowls cover the water in many
- places for fifty ~cres. in extent, and their incessant screaib. ing would terrify an army; almost. Towards evening we
encamped, without food or grass, as usual, 'and after parbiking of· a "cup of 'guano te~," we lay.down to. meditate
upon our troubles and misfortunes.' But nothing (except·
mosquitoes) can long keep sleep away from th!'l eyes of
the wayworn traveler. Distance, 20 miles.:....:.2384..
.'
Monday, Sept. 10.-Started before .daylight, without
breakfast, following ·the. course of· the lake, which led' us '
ina due west direction. ,Several of us waded out into the
lake in search of muscles,' the 'empty shells of which we
saw upon the shore. Found none, which was another
'disappointment. Killed a dUCl<: or two and ate' them, which
only served to arouse our appetites. Armstrong shot at a .
wild· colt, and wounded him, but' he got off; the blood running from him at every step. If he could. have succeeaed
in killing him we would have had a fine supply 'of fresh
meat. During .our march this afternoon .I aj;tempted' to
walk along the shore of the lake and shoot some ducks, but
was so weak that I could do nothing, ,and was' glad to get
on the back of my mule again. Toward/evening we discovered. a gang of elk, drinking. at the edge of the Jake.
They all ran off toward the mountains on seeing ,us except
oh~ buck, which remained in the water for soin,e time. Hill
Dixon, having. a good rifle, and being acquainted with the
habits of the animals, placed himself in ambush near the .
'trail of the others, anetas he came along he fired and mor-, ,
'tally wounded him. He ran about two miles when another .'
shot from Hill's rifle brought him to .the ground. He
wounded another, but we did not follow him into the
mountain. "We dressed tlJ,e buck and packed the meat taking'
it into camp upon two mules. The dressed quarters would
at least have weighed 400 pounds. . This stroke of good
luck dissipated the idea of eating our mules. The meat
· was excellent,resembling young beef. We enjoyed a 'rare
· and bounteous feast this evening, and- I think. it was seldom
.that men were more in need of being full fed than our- .
selves.. Supp,er lasted from dark. until 10 o'clock.· Distance,
15 miles-,-2399.
Tuesday, Sept., 11.':'--'Did not ~tart until 10 o'clock, being
· engaged in cutting up and packing our elk meat. We have
the lake, and our, C9urse is
reached the western end'

of.
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now north. Passed an Indian village of about 30 huts;
They stay here during the dry season and live upon fiSh,
wild fowl, muscles, etc. They also collect the seed Of a
. species of. grass that grows along the lake here in abund.ance. It resembles 'flaxseed, somewhat, being of a glutinous
nature. They parch and pulverize it, and it makes a very
good flour. We tried to purchase some of it, 'being out of
breakstuffs, but they would sell none. We endeavored to
hire a guide here, but failed., At this place we _came upon
the trail of five California carts, which came from the Mis.,.
sion of San Luis, and went to the mines, loaded with merchandise. Encamped at the end of the lake-; no wood or
grass, and the water still very nauseous to the taste. We
spied what we thought to be a pole sticking in the ground
about half a mile from camp. On going -to it .we found
a number of' small poles placed around an Indian grave,
and the one we saw standing ,upright. Glad to get fire-·
. wood we robbed it completely, not stopping to discuss the
question of right or wrong. Again beset by mYl'liads of
hungry mosquitoes. We neither rested nor slept during the
whole night.' Distance, 15 miles~2414..
.
"
Wednesday, Sept. 12.-Startedearly, but soon lost
the trail, the country being literally cut up with paths of
. '. wild animals~ , Saw a great many wild horses, elk, antelope,
wolves, rabbits, etc.. The horses generally run in lar'ge
"caballadas," hundreds or more together. On first sight of
us they toss' up their heads and manes, snort and prance
about for a moment. They then start at full speed for the
_mountains; always in single 'file. A cloud of dust marks
their course, for they seldom' stop until far out of sHrTtt.
-It is a beautiful show. They are all colors, and many of
them noble looking animals" Th~y frequently come near
camp after dark, and course around it' at night, endeavoring to entice our mules away. The Spaniards are in the habit
of coming into the valley at a certain season of the year,
to lasso horses, This art must certainly require very fleet
and well trained animals. We had not traveled long this
morning before we carrie in sight of· timber, which we
hailed with joy, being the first we have seen for eight days,.
or since we have been in the valley. ' When we came up
with the timber we found it to. border ort. a deep, muddy
stream, running south towards the lake. This. we after- -.
wards learned was Lake Fork river, which we should have
crossed. We were anxious to get over, but could find no
fording. It appears that we are never to see the ,end of our
troubles and perplexities. By a more extended calculation,
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we had expected to be at the mines before this time. We'
are now out of provisions and. more than 100 miles from
the diggings. But we will not despair while "we have the
wide world ·before us· and_Providence. for guide;" Distance,'
16 miles~2430.
.
....
Thursday, Sept. 13.-:-After failing to cross the stream
. yesterday, .we traveled 8 miles in 'a N. W. direction, and .
encamped on· the border of a swamp,where we found' good
grass and tolerable water. This morning ;owe returned to
the river, being pretty' certain,' although not 'sure, mat
we could 'cross at that point. We retraced our steps,. and
after a ·long search in vain, we gave up the idea that we
should cross there, and concluded to shape our course N. W.;
. until we should reach the Rio San Joaquin. Returned to
.- the place .,.we had left this rnorning and encamped, making
the. loss of another day. Very discouraging. Distance,
16 miles-2446.
.
(To b,e concluded) .
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'Alvan Newton Whit e.-Alvan Newton,White died at
his home in Silver City on the morning of Monday, June
'18, after a brief illness. White was born on May 8, 1869,
, at Fallbranch, Washington county; Tennessee, the son of
Richard Jasper White and Nancy Jane Lady White. Mter
attending pubiic schools in Tennessee, he entered Greeneville and' Tusculum College, Tusculum, Tenn., and' thence
went to Carson-Newman College, Jefferson City, Tenn.,
from which he received. his A.B. degree in 1893. After
years of the practice of law in Teimessee, Oklahoma and
New Mexico, he' was admitted to the bar oftne United
States Supreme Court on March 9, 1916.
White came to New Mexico in 1896. Three years
,
later, on October 24; 1899, he married Louise Dickinson
at NashviUe, Tenn. Her death a few months ago, hastened
his own demise,' according to his friends. Three children
were born to the couple; Justine, deceased; Athington of '
Silver City, and Arneille, wife of Bernard Roberts of Santa
yeo Six grandchildren and several brothers are members
of the immediate family.
Soon after engaging in law practice at Silver City,
Whi~e was named city attorney, serving in 1897- and 1898.
His first elective office 'was that of superintendent of. scho~ls
oiGrant county, an honor he'held for three'terms, 1901
to i907. : First attempts to enter upon .a legis'lative.caree:r
were frustrated, having been defeated, for the l~gislative'
house In 189$, for the territorial 'senate in 1906' and th~
constitutional conventio:n in, 1910. Aft,er that, he was
invariably successfu'I at the polls; being' elected
member
of the New Mexico house of representatives from 1926 on,
serving four times as its speaker, 1931, 1933; 1935 and
1937, chosen three times as such ,unanimously.. His knowl::
edge of legislative procedure and his fairness in presiding
made him a' favorite of both' parties. ' In 1929, he furic:.
tlonedasDernocratic floor leader in the' house.: White'
was chairman of the Democratic' central committee of
Grant county, 1926 and 1927, member of the state bar

a
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conimission 1931 to 1939, assistant district attorney of the
Sixth Judicial District of New :Mexico in 1932, federal director for New Mexico, of the United States Employinent'Service, member of the American Bar Association having
been a member of its house of delegates 1937-1939,president of the New Mexico Bar AssociatiOn 1936-1937. He
was a Baptist, a 32d degree Mason, a Knight Templar, a
~hriner, and an Elk. As o~e of the incorp~rators'and presi...
dlmt of the New Mexico Society for the Preservation of
,Antiquities, 'White was deeply interested in the School of
American Research, the Museum of New Mexico and the
New Mexico Historical Society, never failing to guard their
, interests in legislative matters. Author of 'a "Geography'of
New Mexico," published in 1918, White also wrote various
official reports and contributed articles to sundry publica":
tions., His funeral took place at Silyer City on Wednesday,
June 20.-P. A. F. W.

Numa C. Frenger.--Stricken. during a session of dis-, ,
triet court' at Las Cruces, over which he presided, on the.
evening, of Monday, June 11, Juqge Numa C. Frengerdied
early the follOWIng morning, victim of an attack of acute
"
"
, '
indigestion.
, ' Born in Socorro on January 21, 1876, Freuger was the
son of a sutler for the U: S. Army during the Civil, War, ' '
who followed the' troops from frontier post to frontier
post but finally settled ,in central New Mexi<;o. The 'father,
died when the future judge was only four years old. 'Reared
, by Numa Reymond,of Las Cruces, who accumulated con- '
siderable wealth as an early-day trader and' stage ,coach'
operator of 'the line from Trinidad, Colorado, to Franklin,
nowEI Paso, Texas, Frenger became one of the first stud~nts of' the New Me~ico College of Agriculture and'
Mechanic Arts, from there volunteering into Roosevelt's
Rough Riders' in 1898.' Upon, retilrn from the SpanishAmerican War, heente'red the University of Michigan La,vv
School and was 'admitted: to the New Mexico Bar in 1901,
three years later.
In 1923,,'Frengerwas a member of the New Mexcio
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house of representatives. In 1926, he was 'appointed judge
of the Third Judicial District by Governor A. T. Hannett
to succeed Judge Edwin Medler, resigned. He served as
judge continuously from then until his death, having been
re-elected for a third elective term of six years in 1942.
Judge Frenger was a member of the Las CrU(~es city
council, the Las Cruces school board, the state interstate
streams commission, the district irrigation board, a -regent
of the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts' and a commander of the Department of New Mexico
Spanish-American War Veterans. Interested in the progress
of Las Cruces and the Mesilla Valley, he had the satisfac~
tion of seeing the completion of. a fine public library, a
modern court' house, new buildings at the Agricultural College and othc:lr far-reaching' civic improvements to the
furtherance of which he gave time and effort.
Judge Frenger was married on September 2, 1902,
in Los Angeles, to Clara Jacoby, who survives him, together
with a daughter, Mrs. J. A. Livingston of Arlington, Va.
Judge Frenger was a Presbyterian, a Mason and a Democrat. Funeral 'services were ,held in the Presbyterian
Church at Las Cruces, the pastor, Rev. Frank Jones, officiathig, assisted by Rev. Clarence Ridge" pastor of St. Paul's
Methodist Church, and Rev. Hunter Le'Yis, pioneer Episco'palian missionary. Ceremonies at the' grave were conducted by Aztec Lodge, A.F. & A. M. Among th.e many
attending were Justice DanielK. Sadler Of the New Mexico Supreme Court,' Santa Fe;. District Judge A. W.
Marshall of Deming; District Judge Charles H., Fowler of
Socorro, and Judge J. L. Lawson of Alamogordo, who was
appointed to succeed Judge Frenger.-P. A. F. W.
.

.

.

Bond.-Frank 'Bond,

' .

merchant and wool
grower, who came to New Mexico from Canada in 1882,
died on June 21, in Encinas Sanatarium, Los Angeles, of ,a
'
chronic heart ailment, at the age of 82 years. :
When hisbrbther George now living at Santa Anna,
Calif., left Quebec province, Canada, 63 yea~s ago, Frank
Bond, then 19, 'years old, soon followed. - The Santa Fe
Frank

.~,
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RailwaYhad reached Santa ,Fe ;only two years be~ore, when
Frank and his brother set out overland to Chamita (San,
Juan Pueblo) in Rio Arriba 'cpunty, miles from 'the rail:"
road; apd entered the employ there of the late Samuel.
Eldodt, a pioneer- merchant and Indian trader. 'Less than
a year later, .the brothers bought a'smaIl mercantile estab,:,
lishment at Espanola, thirty miles north of Santa Fe, and '
there began a career as sheep and cattle 'growers, merchants,
and gradually acquiring large land interests, including the .
famous Baca Location or Vaile. Grande, in the heart of the
Jemez' mountains. George moved ·to Wagon Mound where .'
is located one of the various "Bond" mercantile houses..
Frank created a pleasant home with ~pread lawn and
.flower beds in Espanola,which he left in 1925 for Albuquerque for famiiy health . reasons. There he organized
and incorporated the Bond interests as Frank Bond &
. Son, Ltd., with his son Franklin, his grandson and adopted
. son Captain Gordon. Bond at pr(;lsent with the U. S. Army
, in ItalY,and John Davenport of Espanola, whosuperv'ises
the Bond interests hi northern, New Mexico. The 'firm's
interests inciude two iarge wool warehouses, one at Albu- .
querque, and the other, Bond-Baker' Co., at Roswell'; also'
the Bond & Willard Company at Espanola; A. MacArthur
Company at Wag0I! Mound; Espanola. Mercantil,e Company
at Espanola;, Bond ·and Wiest,' Inc., at Cuervo, and BondGunderson Co.,' at Grants. ,According to the Albuquerque
Morning Journal:
"New ·Mexico in 1883 seemed to Frank,
Bond 'a perfect desert.'
.
.
'
. "Grain was tran'sported in tanned buffalo
sacks on burros, four-horse stages ran from
.Santa Fe to Espanola~
. "These aIidother colorful descriptive
passages were included in a handwritten man'uscript by Mr. Bond which he wrote in 1929.'
"The youth who 'was to establish a mercantile and sheep company that would spread
over the state 'visited Santa Fe in the fall of
1883.
.
"'The plaza had board' walks andbal-
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conies overhead, full of saloons and a wideopen town. Motley's dance hall was going
full blast, he" wrote. I felt I was in a for.
.
eign town.
. "Frank Bond was president of Frank
Bond and Son,. Inc., until. he left for California. He was spoken of as a possible gubernatorial candidate in 1924 and again in 1928,
but preferred the more reserved work of
building the state's . economic enterprises
than serving ion politics.
.
. "In 1930 the Bond enterprises put on 11
eastern markets 30,000 heads of lamb. in one
day, establishing a record for the country.
. That year; 140,000 heads of lamb ,were fed by .
them.
."Of the 13 million pounds of wool raised
one year in New Mexico, four and a half mil.. lion pounds were handled by the Wool Warehouse in Albuquerque and another four million pounds by the Bond-Baker Co. at Roswell.
"For the past 30 years the annual stockholders meeting of the Bond companies held
in Albuquerque, have brought together company members and their families from all
parts of the state.
.
'. "The Frank Bonds built the residence at
201 North Twelfth now owned 'by Dr. W. R.
Lovelace."
.
,
The latter' years of Frank Bond were saddened by the .
. death at Albuquerque in 1923 of his mother; in 1926 of his
father; then in. 1927 of his daughter Mrs. Amy Corlett,
wife of GeneralC. H. Corlett; in 1929 of his daughter,
Mrs. Hazel McClain; and in 1935 of his. wife, Mrs. Frank
Bond, all of whom are buried in, Fairview Cemetery, Albuquerque. This is aJso the last resting place of Frank Bond.
The funeral services took place in St. John's Cathedral of
the Protestant Episcopal, Church, Albuquerque," pean
Lloyd W. Clark officiating. The pall bearers were: Otto
Hake, manager of the Albuquerque· Bond Company office,
Stuart MacArthu~ of Wagon Mound,' Frank Willard, yv.
P. Cook, C. C. Titus and John Davenport, associates of the
deceased in his businessenterprises.-P. A. 'F. W.
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The Wild Horse of the West. By Walker D. Wyman~ (The
CaxtonPrinters. Caldwell, Idaho, 1945. Pp.348.· Bibli~.
ography, index, illustrations by Harold Bryant.)
What has' happened· to the mustang and. to the wild or
. feral horse, whether of Spanish or American ancestry, in
the West, is. exhaustively arid intere.stingiy setfbrth by
Walker D. Wyman~ His is, perhaps, the finaL word on the
history of the horse on the western range, for it includes.
a compilation of most of what has been written and said
on the subject, in addition to the author's own observations
and conClusions. He begins his treatise with an account of
. the eohippus, the prehistoric horse of millions of years' ago,
but which had vanished from the American scene before
the advent. of mail, and ends with the tragic tale of the
.extermimition of the mustang, conYerted into dog food by
horse-meat canning plants.
. Wyman draws a. definIte distinction between the. mustang and the feral horse and declares: "the true wild horse
exists in only one place,Mongolia." To Columbus is given:
the credit for fntroducing the horse to America, so that by
1500 "a fair beginning had been made in ranching." "After
1510 prices began to .increase. A·horse that could have
.been purchased for four or five pesos in that year, sold for·
200 in 1530 and for 500 in 1538. It was soon thereafter,
'in, 1540, when escapes from the Coronado expedition, and
'in 1543, when six horses liberated by De Soto, according
to legend~ became the ancestors of.the wild' horses of the .
, West. Wyman, however, scouts this idea and asserts that
"it is probable that tlle wild hors~ herds emerged from the
. ranches or mission ranches of the Spanish in the Americas,
not from some tired horses of the' conquistadores;"
.
Chapters III and IV Wyman devotes to the.place that
. the. horse has played in the history. a,ndeconomy of the
Indian. The period from 1680 to t 750 saw the conquest of
the horse by the Indians north of Mexico. "The horse
changed the whole life of the aborigine! It was as important to him as the coming of steam to the whiteman." And
274
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further: "With them he bought his wives and paid his .
debts. 'It was the greatest ambition of an Indian to be
the owner of a band of horses; his chances of success were
nil without them; his wealth and social position waS determined by the number he possessed.'" * * * "One· old
<chief told Captain Marcy that his four sons were a comfort to him because they could steal more horses than any
'other members of the tribe."
.
Important as was the horse to the Indian, he was essential to the rancher, to whom however, the wild horse be,came a nuisance and even· a menace. "To most cattlemen
':a wild horse was something to shoot, not to capture." After
referring to the establishment of horse: ranches in the
West and the origin of the western pony and the palomino,
·the author devotes a chapter to "The Army and the Mustang" and the traffic in horses, a,ugmented by the demand
-created by" the Boer War and the first World War. He
·concludes: "In 1940 there were rio longer any horses avail.able, other than strict~y supervised range horses. * * '"
"The wild horse made his contribution to the army in the
period after the Mexican War when he was worth some- .
thing. 'After 1900 he no longer deserved the reputation
his mustang ancestors made for him. Today he is headed
for the cauldron."'.
It is after these 126 pages of preliminary history of
the horse in the West that the book turns to its main theme:
. "The disappearance of the mustang and the extermination
of the wild horse from the western range." .The mustang,
true descendant of the Spanish horse in America; was
deemed a pest by the first cattlemen in New Mexico in the
1870's and 80's. Nevertheless "the disappearance of a
.great proportion of the mustangs is a mystery." The'
author quotes a contemporary "that many thousands of
these ponies were surreptitiously converted into canned _
beef and are even now being served ove~ Eastern tables
and army messes as a select product of the cattle range."
It was the enactment of the Taylor' Grazing Act in 1934,
together with the government . range control of Indian
.
reservations, which· spelled the final
in the history
. chapter
.'
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of the wild horse. The methods of control and' extermination are described -in detail. 'under such chapter 'headings .
as "From Cow Pony to Cauldron," ."Methods of the,'Mus- .
tanger~," "The Herd and the Horse,'" "From Mustang to
.Broomtail,". '~The Stallion in 'Fact alld Fancy." '',l'he efforts
to '~Save the Wild Horse"by'a few romantiCists are termed
futile. "Rather than preservedegeneiate strays, it. is
better to look backward to that which once was, and' cease
. thinking .'of, perpetuating that which doe~' nat exist,'" is .
the .finaladvice·of the author:
This'is a book which' holds the interest not only .of .
students of western h~story and of the range,but also of
the general. reader. There are a few palpable contradictions, severa,lslight errors of ·historical fact and some
looseness in continuity and construction, due no doubt to
. haste in writing under p~essuie of other tasks and the great
variety of ~opinions encountered; in the authorities searched
and quoted. The bibliography and· index shoW painstaking'
labor. The numerous citations, b0th poetic and prose, .are
enlightening and occasionally amusing, festifying' to . the
author's wide reading.. - The typography, illustrations arid
attractive binding of the volume are a credit to the Caxton '
Printers of 'Caldwell, Idaho,. who have published several
scores of excellent. volumes appertaining' to western his.tory and literature.--:-P. A. F.'W.

A Du Val Map of. 1670.....;;....Receritly the UniversJty of
New Mexico 'Library acquired a number of maps, one of
which (reproduced in actual size)' we are using as 'the
. frontispiece of this issue',. The dealer was doubtless correct in . attributing the map. Ito the French
map-maker,
.
Pierre Du Val; but he is believed to have been wrong in
assigning it the date of 1682, ~ndalso in stating that the
m.ap was unknown to Phillip·s. ,
Smap as if is, the map shows: a vertical fold, arid along'
the .fold are remains of a paper tab by whic;h it had been
bQund into some atlas,-this fact explains why the ,author's.
name does not appear on the map' itself. P. L. Phillips,
A list. of' geographical at~a8es in the Library of Congress
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(Washington 1909) shows as 'title no. 481: "Du Val, P.,
Le monde ov la geographie vniverselle, 'contenant les, descriptions, les cartes, & le blafon des principaux pais du .
monde ..'. 2 y. 24°. Paris, l'auteur, N. Pepingue, 1670:"
Elsewhe're (title no. 3434) Phillips gives the size as 16°';
in either case, the atlas was small' enough to slip into the
side-pocket of a modern coat. Map No.9 in Du Val's first
volume is of "Novveav Mexiqve,'; and this we believe to be·
the one which we are here discussing.
Woodbury Lowery (A descriptive list of maps of the
Spanish possessions wit,hin the p'fr'esent limits of the United
States, 1502,-1820, Library of Congress 1912), lists and
describes a similar map of Florida from the same atlas
(LC 153), and in an accompanying note quotes a French authority,to show that Pierre du Val d'Abbeville lived from
1619 to 1684; that he was a counselor of the king and also
"geographer of the king." , "His works are still esteemed
(1872), being considerable in number and importance."
And this authority adds the interesting -fact that "he was
related to the Sansons, celebrated geographers." Lowery,
under his title no. 136, lists the Sansons as the father
Nicolas (1600-1667), a' son of the same name (d. 1649),'
sons Guillaume (d.. 1703) and Adrien .(d. 1718); and a
,grandson Pier.re Moullart-Sanson who died in 1730.· Perhaps we should note also another, Frenchman who had an
active part. in the map-mftking of that period : Hubert
J aillot (c: 1640-1712). He came to Paris in 1657 and some
years later became interested in geography. In 1668~69,
he published "the four 'parts of the world" according to'
Bleau, and then acquired· from the, Sansons the designs' of .
many new maps which he engraved with remarkable neatness. In 1675; he obtained the title of "geographer ordinary
to the king," and worked without relaxation to increase his
collection of maps; (Lowery, op. cit., title no. 168)
The earliest Sanson map portraying New Mexico was
of 1657 and has been reproduced (from an original copy
owned by our Society at Santa F'e) in our issue of April
1936 (Vol. XI, no. 2). ' A comparison of that map with
the one of 1670 here discussed is instructive in-many ways.
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. The two most glaring errors of the map-makers were the
showing of California as an i~land (an error which was,
to persist until 1746) and of the,Rio del :Norte ,as emptying
into the Gulf of California. ' This latter error was to be cor, rected, together with a pretty thorough straightening out,
of place names, by the arrival in Paris in 1673 of Don Diego ,
,de Pefialosa. (Compare the Pefialosa map reproduced in'
our issue of April 1934, Vol. IX, no. 2; and the Coromilll
,map.in our issu~ of October 1927, Vol. II, no. 4.)
,
Attention 'is called to the boundaries of New Mexico
with other jurisdictions,-shown'byDu Val'by dotted lines.
Canada was contiguous to' the nor.theast; Florida' to the
east (DuVal shows thisb(;lUndary close to the right edge of
his map; the name is supplied by the Sanson map). In
other words,: Florida, New Mexico, and California spanned
, the continentfor Spain in the seventeenth 'century.
Numerous other details might "be rioted, but we sh'all
remark on only,two:-which SllOW how, many mistakes '
doubtless originated by, the careless reading of an engraver.
On the outer coast of upper California the "Puerto,de Francisco Draco" (Sanson) became the,"Portdu St. Francisqe
D;rac" (Du Val) ; and the "Punta de Monte Rey" pecame
the '''Port' de Monterey." True, Drake had been on the
California coast nearly a century earlier and named his
"New Albion," but he was no saint; and even the discovery
of the true San Francisco Bay was not to be made until a,
full century after the drawing 'of this map by Du Val.L. B. B.

Legislative, Appropriations.-Biennial appropriations'
t~ histor,ical societies by several westE!rn states: State His-

torical Society of Missouri, $67,000; Illinois' Historical So, ciety and Library $105,000; Iow~ State Historical Society,
Archives and State Depa,rtment of History $158,256; Minnesota Historical ',Society $95,840; Wisconsin 'Historical
Society $140,000. The MissouriHistoric~il Society employs
thirteen persons and pays its secretary and librarian, Floyd
C, Shoemaker, an annual salary of $5800 and traveling expenses.' The Society,has a membership ()f~5000.
'
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Life Memberships.-Recent life memberships granted
by the Historical Society of New Mexico went to Lt. D. E .
.Worcester, U. S. Navy, author of "The Spread of Spanish
Horses in the Southwest" published in the July issue of
1944, of the NEW MEXICO HISTORIQAL REVIEW, and to David
M. Warren of Panhandle, Texas, vice-chairman of the
board 'of regents of the University of Texas and publisher
and editor of the Panhandle Herald.
Folk Arts Conference.-"Folklorehas become a fad
and has attracted to itself a large dilettante followirig, usually because of the 'quaintness' of old customs and the simplicity or lack 'ofsophistication of the tales or songs of the.
forefathers or of belated communities today. The study has
also drawn to' it somewhat more than its' ~hare of eccentrics .and 'nut'!" Thus writes Sith Thompson in the latest
issue of Minnesota History. The comment. appears in his
review of the Folk Arts Conference held at the University
. of Minnesota. He continues "But in spite of the evil name
that these well-meaning. but ineffective folk have acquired.
in serious academic circles, there~ has been a considerable
group of scholars whose handling of folklore has beep. fts
intelligent, as well-disciplined, and. as definitely directed
as the investigations of the best of -their fellows in adjacent
scholarly fields." The writer insists that the folk-lorists
should have academic training and acquire specific 'and
specialized knowledge.
.
Even here in New Mexico one' runs across. so-called
'folklore or even so-called Indian mythology which. can ·be .
traced' back to the Biblical and other religious tales used
by the Franciscan missionaries to instruct· their simpleminded charges who put their own construction upon what'
they thought they heard, and which by retelling strayed far
.from their original context.-P. A. F. W.
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